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Λ woman's goal la usually love and
Her crowning glory is her
hair. The lose of her hair mars ber
Dentist,
beauty, happiness and success. Yet,
MAINE
right here in South Paris, there are hunNORWAY,
dreds of women who are neglecting or
•ttti-e Hour»—it to lî—1 to 4.
injuring their hair to such an extent that
it is only a matter of time when it will
V. SMITH,
be utterly ruined.
Many women destroy the beauty of
Attorney at Law,
their hair through thoughtlessness or
MAINE.
NORWAY,
They use
ignorance of certain facts.
Collections a Specialty.
Home Block.
curling irons over-heated, or to excess,
which destroys the natural oil of the
A PARK.
hair, causing it to split, break and come
out.
They do not shampoo their hair
Attorneys at Law,
often enough, or too often.
They use
MAINE.
iKTHEL,
soaps or preparations which contain inEllerv C. Park
AiI Hmo e Herrtck.
gredients positively harmful to the scalp
and hair.
r. W. ROUNDS,
As a result of such treatment, dandruff
is created, the hair loosens, loses color,
falls
out, and baldness commences, unless
Dentist
proper and prompt precautions are taken
IUthawat Block,
NORWAY, MK.
in time.
Then again, microbes and cerabout unhealthy
21 tf tain diseases bring
< 'Bice Hour»—S to 14— 1 to 5.
scalp and hair conditions.
Almost any woman may rid herself of
dandruff and diseased scalp and hair if
We
she will but use the right remedy.
have that remedy, and we will positively
Me.
Main
St., Norway,
14
guarantee that it will either cure dandruff and baldness or it will not cost the

^Κ.

H. P.

JONES,

marriage.
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VV'tn. C. Leavitt Co.,

Stoves,

Hardware,

Ranges.

and

A!! Kinds of

user

J

and Iron.

Telephone 134-11.

NASH,

J. WALDO

Licensed Taxidermist,;
Temple Street,

rear

Masonic Block,
NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

anything.

That's a pretty broad statement, but
will back it and prove it with our
own money.
We will return your
money if you do not find that Rexall
Hair Tonic is an entirely satisfactory remedy that will promote hair
gruwth and overcome scalp and hair
trouble*; that it will grow hair even on
bald beads, unless all life in the hair
roots has been extinguished, the follicles
closed, and the scalp is glazed and shiny.
It gets its name from the fact that it
grew hair in 93 out of 100 cases, where it
received a thoroughly hard, impartial,
and practical test.
We want you to try Rexall "9tt" Hair
You surely cannot
Tonic at our risk.
lose anything by doing so, while yon
bave everything to gain. You had better think this over, and then come in
and see us about this offer. You will be
well repaid for your vinit to our store.
Remember, you can get Rexall Remedies
in this community only at our store—
The Rexall Store. Chas. H. Howard Co.
we
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CATARRH

A Reliable

Remedy

Second hand Pianos and

Ely's Cream Balm
quickly

it

aûeorbed.
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J.Wheeler,

j

need men to
β
a'0· ln three week» I

4

them.

New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,
Instruction Books. Playerpianos always in stock at prices
that are right.

HAY FEVER

or
*»· a Chauffeur
Automobile Engineer.

a

lot of second hand organs that I will
Come in and
sell at any old price.

It «rleaasea, twotlie»,
h>-ai» an J protect»
the di»ea«<*u mem·
bran» resulting frum
Catarrh and drive»
away » Cold in the
Head quickly. Ke·
•twea the Soli nee of
Taat· aud Smell. Full siz** 50 et*., at Drug·
gut* or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
Ely Brother», 50 Warrui Street, New York.

■h

Organs

bargain. Two square
A
I will sell at low price.

for sale at

»"<

CO., |

i'HAlVDLEK,

Builders' Finish !
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
su« or Sty la at reasonable price·.

Billings' Block, South Paris.
CAN'T CURE CATARRH
STOMACH

DOSING, SPRAYS AND DOUCHES
HAVE ALL FAILED.

way to cure catarrh.
Reach the raw, tender, intiamed membrane that is infested with catarrh germe
and destroy the germs.
You can't reach the nooks and crevices with liquid preparations—there is
only one way—breathe the antiseptic
germ killing air of HYOMKI (pronounce
it High-o-me) directly over the infested

There is only

|

Also Window & Door Frames.
If in want of any kind of Finish for Inside ot
Pine Lui:
«MM work, «end In your order·.
uer and Shlnjtles on hand Cheap for Caah.

one

parts.
cocaine
HYOMKI contains no
and Job Work. or other harmful drugs, opium,
it is made of
Australian eucalyptus, thymol and other
Matched Pine Sheathing for Sale.
Listerirfn antiseptics. It la guaranteed
to end the misery of catarrh, asthma,
G. W.
croup and bronchitis, or money back.
Maine.
....
Weil Sumner,
Ask Cbas. H. Howard Co. about the
HYOMKI outfit to-day.
They sell it
45-47
for only 91.00 and guarantee it.

Planing, Sawing

CHANDLER,

With

HAM LIN-POSTER AUTO CO..
454-456 Pore St., Portland, Me.

Pulp Wood Wanted.
Delivered at any station on the
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Also White Ash bolts.

43tf

Me.

Eastern Steamship Company.
Betwte·

Portland and Boston.

μ

Day trips to Boston, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, 7 ▲. m.
Leave Central Wharf, Boston, daily

at 7 p. m.

Day tripe to Portland, leave India
Wharf Monday, Wedneeday and Priday,

9 A. M.

Through tickets on aale at principal
railroad stations.
J. t. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland,

All work

Spruce
»$tl

yet

Live Stock Breeders.

Me.

and fir. For sale by
J. A. KENNEY,
South Pirn.

Jeroey cattle,

«M7

The subscriber hereby give notice that be
duly appointed administrator of the

ADELINECHE8LKY late of BackfJeid,

County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
■tke pavraent Immediately.
PRK8TON I. MERBILL.
Sept. lift*, UlT
Al&OH 0. WHEEL**, AfMO.
«M7

Dr. J. A.

Ness, Auburn

Evans, North Brldgton
Guernsey cattle,
Lyman Blair, Greenville
Holsteln-Frlesl&n cattle,
H. G. Beyer, Jr., Portland
Shorthorn cattle,
Α. II. Ellis, Fairfield
Hereford cattle,
J. M. Deerlng, Saco
Clydesdale horses,
B. R. Cameron, Caribou
Horned Dorset sheep,
E. A. Stanford, West Kennebunk
Hampshire sheep,
Ernest Hilton, Anson
\
11. W.

r. M.

AVCTIOS.

In the

Mclntlre, East Waterford
Treasurer,
A. H. £111·, Fairfield
Secretary,
R. W. Redman, Orono

Ayrshire cattle,

Leicester

NOTICE.

the south seas Jack London has
rivaled the best efforts of Robert
LonisStevenson in the same field.
Interest is aroused at once and
becomes cumulative

S 90
7.30

p. M.
I*, m.

sheep,
Ε. E.

Gilford, Bowdolnham

Oxford sheep,
M. E. Williams, Wlnthrop
Shropshire sheep,
W. T. Merrill, Auburn
Berkshire swine, E. R. Clark, Wells
White Chester swine,
John Pease, Cornish
Visit University grounds

Address,
Dr. S. J. A

ley, Pres. of *.he University
Discussion—Community Breeding. I—Is there anything in It
for Maine fanners? Opened
by Pres. L. E. Mclntlre. II
—If so, shall we go after tt
and how?
H. w. Evans.
Every member Is expected to
take part In tbe discussion.

Ilale, the peach king of

doing

with hie

Çonneciî'„a
them^to
cou°£y·

apples, sending

all over the
This form of carton makes an ideal
nackaue when only a few apples are
wanted, and it is most pleasing to the
eye, while it cannot be
Another exhibitor who believes in
reaching the retail market Is Mr. L. is.

private trade

e*p«»jje·

Hardy ofHollis. Ν. H.,

«

®*®®.βΙ?®

nle grower, who 'was on hand throughout the ehow and took a large number of

ordere from visitors .1*4
tried this

found the

plan

same

.

^ f

»

last year, and this year
people coming to him

f°Tbe°Ma^ne exhibit oceasionedconeidercolor I
ofthe

as

Sheldon,

plucky owner of Beqpnde
plantation, though sick and weak,

the

by

fight

strange partnership. Their thrilling adventures among savage
people recall the lines:

"We are those fools who could
not rest

In the dull earth we left behind,
But burned with passion for the

farmers you meet with everywhere, as
did in a short auto trip the other
day. His main attitude of mind was "I
don't believe it." He bad a poor lot of
low Shorthorn grades for cows.
Their gross earnings at the creamery
last year were $48 per cow. When we
ventured to remark that there was a better and more profitable breed of cows
for him to employ his time on and provide feed for, than those he had, bis attitude and manner spoke as loud as
words, "I don't believe it."
We told him of herds that we knew
about, of other herds that had averaged
last year, in some instances over $100 per
cow, but still it ifas "I don't believe it."
We called his attention to the silo and
told him what a wonderful saving a good
supply of eneilage bad been to us the
past summer, and bow It enabled ub to
keep a large stock on the same capital in
land and thus make that capital pay a
better interest. But his face looked as
unbelieving as ever and said plainly, "I
don't believe it."
We spoke again of tbe wonderful
feeding value of alfalfa and bow nicely
it helped to raise the young things and
still
pour out milk from the cows. But
be "didn't believe it."
None of the better things and méthode
of a more profitable kind of dairying did
he believe in. He was "agin it all." He
was morally oertain that everybody who
would try to run a dairy on that basis
would lose money hy it. He bad to admit that he was having "hard sledding"
himself, but we could no more get him
to consider that it was because be was
wrong methods than nothing at

using

all.
We

however, that bis son, a

noticed,
of eighteen, was listening eagerly
what we were saying. But when the

youth
to

boy undertook to put In a word or two,
tbe father would shut him up by saying,

"What do you know about these things?"
Here was a man fighting bis own betterment and trying to maintain old,
wasteful ways. There are thousands of
such men to-day who are keeping cows
for profit and making a losing job of It.
A keen, practical dairy farmer said to ua
"I wisb we could bave about
one day:
two years of right bard times." "Why?"
"Because it would drive out of tbe business tbe stupid men who don't know
better than to make butter that costs
them ten cents a pound more to make
than they can sell it for."
The thick bide of disbelief of every

right thing and method that these

men

the big
wrap themselves in, is one of
questions of the day in the work of all

at ease

Fades

from

our

AmocIaUoo, Orono, Mftlne.

/

/

•'What name you. Angara?" he shout
"What for talk 'long you. eh?
ed.
I knock seven bells out of you. too

through his teeth at the whole breed
of Solomon islanders.
lie was very sick, this white man.
as sick as the black men who lay help
less about him and whom he attended
He never knew each time he entered
the festering shambles whether or not

He rude pickaback on a
woolly headed, black skinned

savage the lobes of whose
had been pierced and stretched
until one hud torn out. while the other
carried u circular block of carved wood
The torn
three inches in diameter.
bad been pierced again. nut this

hospital appurtecomThey passed out of the

nances.

small wicker gate,
a
sun,
and went on under the blazing
cowinding about among new planted
There
coanuts that threw no shade.
and the
was not a breath of wind,
superheated, stagnant air was heavy
From the direction
with pestilence.
arose a wild clamor,
were
going
they
and of men in
as of lost souls wailing
A long, low shed showed
torment
and
grass
walled
grass
ahead,
that
thatched, and it was from here
There were
the noise proceeded.

pound through

shrieks and screams, some unmistakof
ably of grief, others unmistakably
unendurable pain. As the white man
and
drew closer he could hear a low
He
continuous moaning and groaning.
shuddered at the thought of entering,
and for a moment was quite certain
that
that he was going to faint For
island
of Solomon
most dreaded
Berscourges, dysentery, had struck
alone
nnde plantation, and be was all
Also, he was afflicted
lo cope with it

himself.
By stooping close, still on man-back,
low
he managed to pass through the
from
doorway. He took a small bottle
ambis follower and sniffed strong

monia to cltear bis sen ses for the
ordeal. Then be shouted "Shut up!"
and the clamor stilled. A raised platform of forest slabs, six feet wide,
with a slight pitch, extended the full
Alongside of tt
of the shed.

length

yard wide runway. Stretched
and
an the platform, side by side
crowded close, lay a score of blacks.
was a

That they were low in the order of
human life was apparent at a glance.
They were maneaters. Their faces
were

asymmetrical,

bestial;

bodies were ugly and apelike.
wore nose rings of clam shell

their
They
and

turtle shell, and from the ends of then
which were also pierced, projected horns of beads strung on stiff
Their ears were pierced and
wire.
distended to accommodate wooden
noses,

plugs, and sticks, pipes,

picious

They

were

growing crafty.

It was one man against two hundred,
and be was borrlbly afraid of bis
sickness overpowering him and leaving him at their mercy. Be saw visions of the blacks taking charge of
the plantation, looting the store, burning the buildings and escaping to MaAlso oue grewsome vision he
lalta.

head, sun dried and
smoke cured, ornamenting the canoe
Either
bouse of a cannibal village.
the Jessie would have to arrive or
he would bave to do something.

caught of his

own

The bell had hardly rung, sending
the laborers Into the fields, when Sheldon had a visitor. Forty men. armed
with spears, bows and arrows and
war clubs, gathered outside the gate
of the compound, but only one entered.
They knew the law of Berande.
as every native knew the law of every
white man's compound In all the thou-

sand miles of the far fiung Solomons.
The ono man who came up the path
Sheldon recognized ns Seelee, the chief
of Balesuna village. Tbo savage did
not mount the steps, but stood beneath and talked to the white lord
above.

Seelee was more intelligent than the
of bis kind, but bis intelliot
gence only emphasized the lowness
thut kind. Ills eyes, close together and
small, advertised cruelty and craftiA sree string and a cartridge
ness.
belt wore all the clothes be wore.
As be talked, or listened, he made
averace

grimaces like a monkey. He said yes
by dropping his eyelids and thrusting

He spoke with
his chin forward.
childish arrogance strangely at varl-^
auce with the subservient position ho
He.
occupied beneath the veranda.
trlth his many followers, was lord and

But the
master of Balesuna village.
white mun. without followers, was
lord and master of Berande—ay. and
on occasion, .single banded, bad made

himself lord and master of Balesuna
village as well. Seelee did* not like to
remember that episode. It had occurred In the course of learning the
nature of white men and of learning
to abominate them. He had once been
guilty of sheltering three runaways
from Bernnde.
Unfortunately, he was Ignorant of

the ways of white men. This particular white man educated him by arriving at his grass bouse In the gray of
dawn. In the first moment he had felt
amused. Π« was so perfectly safe in
the midst of bis village. But the next

■vSkVvUII

Γ

lie would be able to complote the
But be did know. Id large
round.
degree of certainty, that If he ever
fainted there In the midst of the blacks
those who were able would be at his
throat like ravening wolves.
Part way down the line a man was
dying. lie gave orders for his removal
A
is soon as be had breathed his last.
black stuck his head inside the shed

door, saying:
"Four fella slclt too much."
Fresh cases, still able to walk, they
clustered about the spokesman. The

The bouts' crew boss also

give assurance, as was
nightly, that the whale

white man singled out the weakest
and put him in the place Just vacated
by the corpse Also he indicated the
next weakest, telling him to wait for
u place until the next man died Then,
ordering one of the well men to take
a squad from the Held force and build
e lean-to addition to the hospital, he

continued along the runway, administering medicine and cracking Jok>s In
beche-de-mer English to cheer the suf-

Now and asaln from the far
ferers.
end a weird wall was raised. When
be arrived there he found the noise
was emitted by a boy who was not
The white man's wrath was 1m«ick
"Whnt name you slug out ulla time?"
he demanded
"Him fella m.v brother belong me,"
"iiirn fella die too
was the answer,
much."

"You sing out. dim fella brother be-

long you die too much." the white man
weut on in threatening tones. "I ^ross
too much along you.

What name you

sing out. eh? You fathead make um
brother belong you die close up too
fou fella finish sing out, sav·
much,
vee? You fella no finish sing out 1

make finish quick."
He threatened the waller with hie
fist, and the black cowered down, glaring at him with sullen eyes.
"Sing out no g»od little bit," the
white man went on, more gently.
"You no sing out. You chuse um fella
You
Too much strong fella fly.

fly.

catch water, washee brother belong
you, washee plenty too much, blme bye
brother belong you all right
"Jump!" ho shouted fiercely at the
end. bis will penetrating the low intelligence of the black with dynamic
furce that made him jump to the task
ot brushing the loathsome swarms of
files away.
Again be rode out into the reeking
He clutched the black's neck
heat.
tightly und drew h long breath; but
the deud air seemed to shrivel his
lungs, ami he dropped bis head aud
iozed till the house was reached.
Every effort of will was torture, yet
he was called upon continually to
He gave the
make efforts of will.
black be had ridden a nip of trade gin.
Vlaburi. the bouse boy, brought him
corrosive sublimate and water, and
he took a

thorough antiseptic wash.

He dosed himself with chlorodyne,
took bis own puise, smoked a thermometer. and lay back on the couch
with a suppressed groan. It was midafternoon. and be had completed his

third round that day. He called the
house boy.
"Take um big fella look along
Jessie," he commanded.
The boy carried the long telescope
out on the veranda and searched the
sea.

"One fella schooner long way little

the hanging lamp In the main part of
the room, over the billiard table and
just around the corner so that It did
not shine on him, was burning brightly. Likewise the verandas were well
He waited without movelighted.
ment. The creaks were repeated, and
he knew several men lurked outside.
"What name?" he cried sburply.
The house. ralMed a dozen feet above

the ground, shook on its pile foundations to the rush of retreating foot-

steps.
"They're getting bold." he muttered.
"Something will have to be done."

The full moon rose over Malalta and
shone dow4 on Uerande.
Nothing
stirred in the windless air. From the
hospital still proceeded the moaning

In the grass thatched
of the sick.
barracks nearly two hundred woolly
headed man enters slept off the weariness of the day's toll, though several
lifted their heads to listen to the curses
of one who cursed the white man
On the four veranwho never slept.
das of the house the lanterns burned
Inside, between rifle and revolver, the
man himself moaned and tossed In
intervals of troubled sleep.

CHAPTHK LL

IN

SOMKTHINO IS DONE.

the morning David Sheldon de
cided that be was worse. Tha:
he was appreciably weaker there
was no doubt, and there were
other symptoms that were unfavorable
He began his rounds looking for
In full
He wanted trouble.
trouble.
health the strained situation would

have been serious enough; bur as It
was. himself growing helpless, some
thing hud to be done. The blacks
were getting more sullen and deilani.
and the appearance of the men the
previous night on his veranda—one of

the gravest or offences on BerandeSooner or later they
was ominous.
would get him. if be did not get them
first, if be did not once again sear on
their dark souls the flaming master}'

sharp, peremptory bit," he announced. "One fella Jtasl*" j of the white

man.

P**0™»;

••You fella Narada. you fella Billy,
Mke um this fella boy along tree and
make fast, hands high up." was Sheldon's command.
While this was being done one of
the House boys fetched a heavy handled. heavy lashed whip. Sheldon bo-

s.ieech

Kan a

••This fella Aruuga. me cross along
1 no steal this fella
him too much.
Aruuga. I uo gammon. I say. 'All

rlgLt. you come along
work three fella year.'

me

Berande,

He say. All
eight, me come along you work three
fella year.' lie come. 11.· catch plenty
good fella kai kal (food· plenty good
What name he run
fella money.
away? Me too much cross along him.
1 knock what name outii mm relia,
pay Seelee. big fella master aloag
Balesuna. one case tobacco catch the
fella Aruuga. All right
Aruuga pay
Six pound·
.hut fella ease tobacco.
ihar fella Aruuga pay. Allé same one
von- more that fella Aruuga work

aer tnde

All right. Now he catch ten
ella whin thrw times. ïou fella Billy
catch whip, give that fella Arunga ten
All fella boys loolt
fella three times
see all fella Marys (women· look see;
blme bye. they like ruu away they
think strong fella too much, no run
Billy, strong fella too much
nway.
ten felln three times."
The house boy extended the whip
to him. but Billy did not take It. ShelThe eyes of all
don waited quietly.
the cannibals were fixed upon him In
It
doubt and fear and
wa* the moment of test, whereby
lone white man was to live or be lost.
"Ten fella three times. Billy. Shel-

eagerness^

don said encouragingly, though there
wa*

a

metallic

certain

rasp

In

hie,

voice.
λ
Billy scowled, looked up and looked
move.
down, but did not
"Billy!"
Sheldon's voice exploded like a pistol

Bhot
The savage startled physically.
Grins overspread the grotesque features of the audleuce. and there was a

felLa three times. Savvee.'
"No." Astoa grunted.
Sheldon picked up the rifle that had
leaned against the rail, and cockedI It
«1 know you. Astou. he said calmly.
work along Queensland sir
•You

his own island.

him.
His revolver was within reach
of bis band. An hour passed, during
He lay In a
which he did not move.
state of half slumber, bnlf coma. lie
A creak on
became suddenly alert
the back veranda was the cause. The
room was L shaped: the corner in
which stood his couch was dim. but

Two men slunk unwillingly forward
and waited.
Sheldon gave the keys of the handcuffs to. a bouse boy. who went under
the house ana loosed the

fel.a sauie fella way.
"Strong fella tie." he cautioned tbt-m.
"You fella Astou take that fella whip.
Plenty strong big fella too much ten

with the report that two more had
been killed and kal kal'd (eaten) by
the hospitable busbmen. The seventh
man was still at large and was said
to be working along the coast on the
lookout to steal u canoe and get away

flagstaff, and the other was placed on
wide veranda.
They were the
leading lights to the Berande anchoruge, and every night In the year they
were so inspected and hung out.
Qe rolled back ou his couch with a
sigh of relief. The day's work was
done. A rifle lay on the couch beside

sharply.

"Aatoa!"
Another man stepped forward In almost a sprightly way and g'auced InBOlently up. Sheldon was selecting the
worst characters for the lessou
••You fella Astoa. you fella Narada.
tie up that fella Billy alongside other

Solomons, and. also, the deaths were
reducing the working capital.
Seven blacks had fled Into the bush
the week before, and four had dragged
themselves back, helpless from fever,

the

But one thing they
overflowing.
lacked, the thing that he possessed—
the flaiue of mastery that would not
quench, that burned fiercely as ever
In the disease wasted body.
"Narada!
Billy 1" Sheldon called

".Me savvee law." the savage repeated stubbornly.

dally

Vlaburi brougnt two lighted lanterns
He
to the white man for Inspection.
glanced at them and saw that they
were
burning brightly with clear,
broad flames, and nodded his head
One was hoisted up to the gaff of the

the blow ot u little finger. Despite hhi
firearm». the pib» conld bave rushed
biiu and delivered that blow, when hie
head and the plantation would have
Hatred and murder and
been theirs.
lust for revenge they possessed to

name?"

the evening meant a loss of twenty
Since the blacks
blacks by morning.
were worth $30 a piece or less, according to how much of their time had
been worked out. Berande plantation
Resides,
could 111 afford the loss.
whale boats were not cheap In the

to

white mau.
Any one of tnem
nave knocked him over witn

Me savvee um fella
um fella law.
law.H
It was the law. and Sheldon knew
it
But he wanted to live this dav
u'e walt'
and the next day am. .»"i
lng for the law m operate the next
week or the week after.
"To much talk alon-' yon. he cried
NMiat
"What name, eh?
ingTlly.

boats were hauled up and padlocked
This was α most necessary precaution,
for the blacks were In a funk, and α
whale boat left lying on the beuch In

"I KNOCK BEVK.V HELLS OCT OV ΓΟΟ, TOO
MUCH, gUICKl"

gicfc

could

sound of filtering.
"S'pose you like too much lash that
fella Arunga. you take him fella Tul·
"
agi
Billy said. "One fella governThat
ment agent make plenty lash.

to

the custom

whole
time not so ambitiously, for the
accommodated no more than a short
was greasy
clay pipe. The man-horse
an exand dirty aftd naked save for
cloth,
ceedingly narrow and dirty loin
closebut the white man clung to him

other

masts, with topmasts spliced on
in true nautical fashion, with shrouds,
ratlines, gaffs and flag halyards.
From the gaff of one two gay flags
hung limply, one α checker board of
blue and white squares, the other a
white pennant centred with a red disk.

ships'

day's work.
he had in.

ear

various

Be
tation bunds had been recruited.
tween him and the beach was the cane
The
grass fence of the compound.
gate was ajar, and be sent the bouse
boy to close It. Within the fence grew
On
a number of lofty cocoanut palms.
either side the path that led to the
gate stood two tall flagstaffs. like

He returned to the bouse disappointSo opportunity bad presented Itself of making an example of Insolence
or Insubordination—such as bad occurred on every otber day since the
sickness smote Berande. The fact tbat
none bad offended was In Itself sus-

ed.

been going on. and went through the
barracks to see If there were any sick
lying hidden and defying his rule of
segregation. Returned to the house,
he received the reports of the boss
boys and gave instructions for next

ears

and

away the sea broke in a small surf
upon the beach. To the left he could
see the white line of breakers thai
marked the bar of the Balesuna river
and. beyond, the rugged outline of
Savo island
Directly before him.
across the twelve mile channel, lay
Florida island, and. further to the
light, dim in the distance, be could
make out portions of Maialta. the savage islaud, the abode of murder and
robbery, and man eating, the place
from which his own two hundred plan

In the hospital were two new cases.
To these he gave castor oh. He conIt had been an
gratulated himself.
Only three had died. He
easy day.
Inspected the copra drying that had

I.

for quick work.
a black
The reur was brought up by
who carried
boy of fourteen or fifteen.
medicine bottles, a pall of hot water,

the man gazed through It at the sea.
At last he picked up the white sails of
the schooner and studied them.
"No Jessie." he said very quietly.
"That's the Malakula."
Ile changed his seat for a steamer
reclining chair. Three hundred feet

day.

SOME'» 111Ν (J TO DC DONE.
was a very sick white man.

HE

it. he shoved it to the door
and out upou the vernndn. The sweat
from the exertion streamed down his
face and showed through the undershirt across Ills shoulders.
He man
aged to get lato the chair, where he
panted in α state of collapse, in a few
minutes be roused himself. The boy
held the end of the telescope against
one of the veranda ecantlings, while
on

barracks. Then he mounted his manhorse and made the last round of the

—"The Ship of Fools."
CHAPTER

"You make um Jessie, five sticks
tobacco along you." he said.
There was silence for a time, during
which he waited with eager Impatience.
"Maybe Jessie, maybe other fella
schooner," came the faltering admission.
The man wormed to the edge of the
couch and slipped off to the floor on
his knees.
By means of a chair he
drew himself to his feet Still clinging
to the chair, supporting most of his

It was the International code signal
of distress.
The man ordered the great bell to be
rung as a signal for the plantation
hands to cease work and go to their

eyes,
And blind across uncharted seas
We stagger on our enterprise."

He spoke Id

ed.

blow on the black's mouth.

unregretful

and all manner
Their faces
of barbaric ornaments.
FRIDAY, DEC. 15.
don't believe is making
and bodies were tattooed or scarred in
Dr. Raymond Pearl,
do
be8.00 a. M. Lecture,
What
rich.
farmers
they
wiser
In their sickness
Maine Experiment Station
hideous designs.
lieve is making tbem poorer every day.
9.00 A. M. Addreas—Swine Diseases,
they wore no clothing, not even loin
Dr. F. L. Russell, Orono And still tbey "don't believe it."
10.00 A. u. Election of offlcers
clouts, though they retained their shell
General Business
armlets, their bead necklaces and their
stlir
Live1JO r. m. Demonstration—Judging
Tbe Secretary of Agriculture
stock. Comparative judging
leather belts, between which and the
a
In
middleman.
■wears it on to the
by members. Use of score'
Blcln were thrust èaked knives. The
Washof
cant by Prof. P. A. Campbell/
recent plea for tbe poor people
Orono
be urges that steps be taken bodies of many were covered with horington,
Accommodations for Thursday
iooally to eliminate tbe dealers' excess- rible sores. Swarms of flies rose and
night may be obtained on the
ive profits, and tbns reduce the coat to settled, or flew back and forth In
campus or in Orono
AU people Interested In livestock
tbe consumers. He declares tbat farm- clouds.
cordially Invited to attend
ers are not reaping the benefit of the
The executive committee who
The white man went down the line,
have had charge of the propresent cost of living, but that "tbe dis- dosing each man with medicine. To
oonsumers
to
program are:
farm
of
tribution
produots
He was
L. E. Mclntlre, East Waterford
eome he gave chlorodyne.
la elaborately organised, considerably
R. W. Redman, Orono
will
Involved and complicated and burdened forced to concentrate with all bis
A. H. Bills, Fairfield
P. A. Campbell, Orono
with oostly features."—Breeders' Ga- in order to remember which of them
B. A. Bailey, wlsoaaset
s
zette.
could stand Ipecacuanha and which of
H. M. Moulton, Cumberland Center
Fred Hilton, Anson
them were constitutionally unable to
7or farther information relative to the
Study your wood lot, its trees and retain that powerful drug. One who
meeting address R. W. Redman, Sec re their characteristics, and be guided by lay dead he ^ordered to be carried out
Ury of the Maine Live Stock Breeder·' the knowledge and experience aoqulrthe

What they
agricultural Improvement. thousand·
of

woo wouia taKe no

west

from
able comment because
high
ly und desperately. At times
nf the fruit.
The Northern Spies atrested
weakness his head drooped and
is
Maine
tracted particular attention.
At other times he
on the woolly pate.
enthusiastic over apple growing an
his head and stared with swim
lifted
out.
«et
are
new
orchards
being
many
that
It was interesting to engage a Maine rning eyes at the cocoanut palms
farmer in conversation and to notice reeled and swung lu the shimmering
how nroud he was of the apples pro I heat.
He was clad in a thin underthat
duced by hie etate.-E. I.
shirt and a strip of cotton cloth
North Weymouth, Maee., in Tribu 1
about his waist and descendwrapped
Farmer.
1
was a
ed to his kuees. On bis head
to the trade
known
Stetson,
battered
I Don't Believe It.
About bis midas a "Baden-Powell."
The editor of Hoard's Dairyman telle
carried
was strapped a belt, which
dle
"I
of
the
a
man
of
the following story
and
automatic
pistol
callbered
α
it"
sort:
believe
large
don't
Take one of the common sort of dairy several snare clips, loaded and ready
we

man

and the well men who obeyed his orders scowled malignantly
One mutter»·:! deep in hie chest as beThe
took the corpse by the feet
white man exploded In speech and action. It cost him a painful effort, but
his arm shot out. landing a back hand

And drank strange frenzy from
its wind.
The world where wise men live

fimngtonoi

I

manner or α
nonsense.

dominates 200 head hunting
much, quick!"
Solomon islanders by sheer grit
With the automatic swiftness of a
and fear inspiring weapons/ as wild animal the black gathered him
holds
Joan Lackland takes and
self to spring. The anger of a wild
her place beside him while he animal was if*· his eyes: but he saw
"the the white man's hand dropping to the
sears
upon dark souls
pistol in his belt. The spring was
white
the
flaming mastery of
The tensed body relaxed,
never made.
man;" as this man and woman, and the black, stooping over the corpse,
This time there
thrown together under most un- helped enrr- It out
conventional circumstances, work wa» uo muttering.
"Swlne!" the white man gritted oui
side in their
side
and

I

useful ideas by attending his school.
Not long ago I asked an old farmer, who
bad accumulated a goodly amount of
property from the income of the farm,
what he considered the best grain feed
for cows. He replied that he had always got the best results from cornmeal.
Recently a milkman who has a local
reputation for having a good herd and
getting a big yield from the cows told
me that he seldom fed either gluten or
cottonseed, and he fed no bran at present prices, but depended almost wholly
on cornmeal for bis grain ration.
Now comes a large farmer and dairyman of Massachusetts who keeps a herd
of thirty-five Jerseys and uses no other
grain except cornmeal, of which be
sometimes feeds more heavily than I
have ever known any other man to do.
It may be argued that these instances
prove nothing, becauee they are not the
results of accurate, scientific experiYet facts as told by the cow
ment.
over a term of years may be worth more
than scientific truths learned by a few
months of study under unnatural conditions. At any rate, when science and
the cow disagree the wise farmer will
think more than once before accusing
the cow of false teaching.
I am not advocating any new thing
nor trying to bring discredit upon any
accepted theory of feeding, but I believe
we need to return to a more rational
system in some cases.
We have the land and the climate for
producing the king of crops, and we
would do well to use our privileges and,
either with or without the silo, grow
for the cow the cheapest and best milk
food in the world—corn. We want and
should seek the most profitable production. That may or may not be the highest yield. We have measured too much
by the per cow standard and too little
by the per acre yield, so that we have
often been good dairymen but poor
farmers. Corn is our redeeming agent.
Let u> make better use of it. Out of
the mouths of many witnesses shall tbe
truth be established.—E. C. Dow, Belfast, Me., in Tribune Farmer.
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PROLOGUE.
In this remarkable romance of
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ADMI.VUTIUTOK'8 SALE AT

Maoombcr.

rÎI!
JoLJed
P»c*®^

Jack London
ψ

The white man gave a little gasp of

delight.

weight

BY

I

guaranteed.

One mowing machine.
One sulky plow.
One corn planter.
One sleigh.
One ri<!iui( wagon.
One disk narrow.
One cultivator.
One pair work harness.
One V. 8. cream separator and attachment.
One seed sowir.
A bout 91) tons of Dressed ha v.
And many other farming tools loo numerous
to mention.
JOHN S. HABLOW,
Administrator of estate of Ferdinand P.

.,

I

1.30

Pursuant to s license from the Honorable Judge
of Probate.
The subscriber will sell at Public Auction on
the premises on Saturday, Dec. 9th. 1911, at ten
o'clock In the forenoon, the following described
Real Estate situated lit Dix Held, near DlxfleUl
Village, to wit
The Ira Ο. Babb farm containing 430 acres of
lsnd more or less with the buildings thereon.
This Is one of the best farms In this vicinity and
has quite an amount of wood and Umber.
Abo the following described Personal Prop-

«««M

oÎe

and the third Friday of each following
month. At Rumford office 2nd Friday
of each month. Eyes treated. Glasses

fitted.

^y

T-oo5.» bLl.

F. Ridlon's store. Main Street,

FRIDAY, DEC. 15,

WnJ. I

Package

OCULIST,

has been

Sheathing.

ΓίΧ.

Committees
Introduction of Business
Live Stock Conditions—Short reports being given by breeders relative to the welfare of
tbe various kinds of stock :

Roaad Trip φΙ.ΟΟ erty:
oa# way |1.SS.
One heavy pair of team horses.
Six shoals.
steamships BAT STAT* and RANOne heavy teas wagon with rack and ϋααρ
Pranklin
Wharf,
leave
SOM B. PULLER
body.
p.
M.
at
7
Sundays
weak
Portland,
days
One express wagon.

8 ρ.

JuK1"d1 J"

office, 548$ Congress Street, Portland, will be at bis Norway office, over C.

Men Wanted

J. M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond,

8'®*^^ EJh

Home

learn Auto driving and repairing.
Beet
Thorough mechanical training.
Spring position· will open soon. We can
double your salary. Particulars (r«-e.

Portland.

I

|

to

u-tf

Γ°There

Response,

Optometrist Parmenter, Norway, Me.

A Romance of
The South Seas

wUhout'being

Pres. L. E.
Reports of

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AMD JEWELRY.

Adventure

aP\hβ°Mack"-

Intosb variety,

AGRICULTURAL HALL, THURSDAY, DEC. 14.
10 30 A.M. Address of Wekûiue.
Leon S. Merrill

Ail Work
Guaranteed.

Ο ΕIHS,

»
Correspondence on practical agricultural topj<
U solicited.
Address all communications lr
tended for thl» department to Hxitbt D
Mr.
■Dace on one side of the main hall.
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem
Marshall is one of the leading exponents
ocrat, Parle. Me.
of fancy truit growing in New England,
but is best known for his high grade
Cornmeal tor Cows.
«trawberries. This exhibit also places
him in the front rank of
A CLAIM THAT TOO MUCH IMPORTANCÏ
He has bad great success with the Mac*
HAS BEEN GIVEN TO ΡΒΟΤΕΙΝ.
and the fifty or more
boxes which composed part of hle ®
As the result of experience and ob hibit excited no little attention. Th β
eervation I have for some time believec anDle grows to perfection in New Engthat as farmers and dairymen we wen laud and has few superiors among fancy
τ*
îa
laree and bftndeoiii6f
imposing an unnecessary tax upon ourselves and reducing our profits by conunwieldy, like the<giant
tinued feeding of highly concentrated Wolf Rivers. A single specimen of this
protein foods in large quantities. ] latter variety might be cut up like »
know that it hae become quite the gen pumpkin anfrmake enough for a whole
eral practice to depend on these concen- familv. Sucn apples are too large to
trates, and the idea seems prevalent that and a ready market in large quantities
the more protein we can feed the more and do not make an attractive package
®th"
milk we will get.
The Mackintosh apples, on
I have as much respect for the teach- band, are most inviting, whether in
ings of science as any man can possibly
are some δ,000 trees on the
have, and I would not say or do any·
thing that might be construed as adverse Marshall farm, few of them over seven
criticism of the work of scientists. Yet veafe old, and yet bearing well. The
much unestablisbed theory is advocated orchards are on hilly land, and are grown
under the mulch system, the grass b>eing
as fact.
s
I do not claim to be an expert dairy- left on the ground. No cultivation
man or a teacher of dairy lore, yet the practiced, but the land was carefully
of it
man who keeps five cows has to know prepared in the first place, muchι
how to feed profitably as well as the having been used for
Here berries. After inspecting his fruit, both
man who keeps his herd of fifty.
in the east, especially in Maine, we have that in barrels and boxes, one felt. re*
in New
got into the habit of feeding large quan- newed confidence
tities of cottonseed meal and other pro- fruit growing section, provided the grow
tein products. I believe this practice ern are willing to practice modern methbas often led to financial loss and injury ods and both epray the trees
Just now a reaction seems mit the aDDles. Mr. Marshall has been
to the cows.
San Jose »cale,
to be setting against this custom which obliged to combat the
has not interfered with the
promises to lead to better methods of but that fact
«access of ble bu.lD«. or the quality or
feeding.
Has it ever been proved that the cow amount of his appleyields.
In one corner of the hall was a
y
makes her milk from the protein in her
much infood? Is it true that the more protein email exhibit which attracted
we feed the more milk we get? Or is the terest among professional apple growers
a
class market, because of
opposite view the more rational one? eeekine high
o<
Does the cow make milk and cream largeW. M. Davie, a
ly from the heat giving and fat forming exhibit was tbatof Mr.who
has an °r
Boston business man,
foods furnished in her ration?
con
Personally, I believe she does need chard near Marlboro. a Mr. Davis
tyro, as he has
these things more than she needs the eiders himself merely
or a
others. Certainly it is true that to do owned thie orchard only two years
her best the cow must be kept in good little more, but hie methods are most
"hi°h
The
flesh. The poor herd is sometimes, per- businesslike.
board carton, ana
haps often, a poor one financially, be- uses is really a card
The addition holds forty-five apples. The apples are
cause it is poor in flesh.
nea when
of one hundred pounds of good flesh to not wrapped, but look
it is cios
the cow's body may give her the power th« Dackage is opened. When
m„ »
to add the same quantity of fat to her
carried easily in tne
yearly cream product. I do not say it and the package
will, but I suggest that it may, and I h
of the largest fancy grocery stores
believe the suggestion worthy of some
in Boston handles these ®ΡΡ1β'· °
careful thought.
is on his
I have never had satisfactory returns soiling a carton to a man who
it along wit I
from any cow poor in flesh. We often way home and who carries
1
hear it said that a good cow will milk bim-a neat bundle containing
h Reds
herself down thin, but I do not believe Wealthy, Gravensteins, Mackintosh
or Baldwins, as the customer
she should be allowed to do so.
I am a Arm believer in the value of fer. The apples are picked and
the
cornmeal for the dairy cow. I especial- in the orchard, so that they reach
table without scratch or bruise, as perly approve of it for the Jersey and other fect
aa when they leave the tree.
I
strictly dairy breeds that need careful
This method of marketing apples
attention and heavy feeding to keep
onens up many possibilitiee to the pro-1
them at their best for a term of years.
It .oggest. th. pl.» M
Experience may not always be a good greseivefarmer.
we can at least get some selling direct to the consumer, «J.!!.!
teacher,

The Maine Live Stock Breeders1 Association will hold its second annual meeting at tbe University of Maine, Orono,
Dec. 14th and 15th. Program:

15 years expert Watch·
maker with Bigeiow,
Kennard 4.Co., Boston.

A little out of the way
but it pays to walk.

"SPUD TH* PLOW."

BEAUTY,

Π air is certainly moat necessary to
woman.
Who could love and marry a
What charms
bald-beaded woman?
could one array to offset such a disfigure-

Dentiat,

Surgeon

HKB

IN LOVE AND MABKIAGE.

LOSJCS

BUCK.

L.

OF

SHORN

Notes from New England Fruit Show.
^nvnr&l features in connection with
the recent New England Fruit Show iii
® P"
Horticultural Hall, Boston,
tlcularlv intereeting. One was the exhibit of Mr. A. A. Marshall of Fitchburg,
Mass., which occupied a large *™ountof

AMONG THE FABMEBS.
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BHIXDON HKLD Til!: IUFLK ON
WAX USD,

U1U ANII

moment, ami befoiv hi· « «»uf«l cry out.
pair of baudi-ufi's ou tin· white man's
knuckles bad landed on bis mouth,
knocking tbo cry or alarm back down
bis throat. Also, tbe white man's other
fist had caught him under tbe eur and
left him without further interest In
a

When he came

what
happening.
to he found himself in the white man's
wbaleboat on the way to Berande.
When bis tribe bad returned tbe three
runaways, be was given bis freedom.
And Anally, tbe terrible white man
bad lined blm and Balesuua village
After that he
ten tbousund cocoanuts.
bad sheltered no more ninaway Ma·
lolta men. Instead, be had gone Into
the business of catching them. It was
was

lafer. Besides, be was paid one case
But if he ever
of tobacco per bead.
got α chance at that white man. If be
ever caught blm sick or stood at bis
back when be stumbled and fell on a
bush trail—well, there would be a bead
that would fetch a price in Mala

ita.
Sheldon was pleased with what Seelee told blm. The eevcuth man of the
last batch of runaways bad been
caught and was even then at tbe gate.
He was brought in. beavy featured
and defiant, hie arms bound with co
coanut sennit, the dry blood still on
bis bdidy from the struggle with bin

captors.

"Me savree you good fella, Seeiee,"
Sheldon said, as tbe chief gulped down
> quarter tumbler of raw trade gin.
"Fella boy belong me you catch short
This fella boy strong
time little bit
fella too much. I give you fella one

tobncc<>--my word, one case tobacco.
Then, you good fella along
me. 1 give you three fathom calico,
one fella knife big fella too much."
The tobacco and trade goods were
brought from tbe store room by two
bouse boys mid turned over to the
chief of Ralusuna village, who accept
ed tbe additional reward with u non
committal grunt and went away down
case

Under Shelthe path to his canoes.
don's directions, tbe bouse boys bandcuffed tbe prisoner, by bands and feet,
around one of tbe pile supports of tb«·
bouse.
At eleveu o'clock, when the
laborers came In from the field. Sheldon bad them assembled in the compound before tbe veranda. Every able
man was there, including those who

helping about tbe hospital. Eveu
and tbe several pickaninnies of the plantation were lined up
with tbe rest, two deep-α borde of
naked savages a trifle under two hundred strong. Some wore penknives
clasped on their kinky locks for
safety. On the chest of one a china
loorknob was suspended, on the chest
of another tbe brass wheel ef an alarm
clock.
Facing tbem. clinging to tbe railing
of tbe veranda for support, stood tbe
were

the

women

yC"Me fella

missionary.'" the black Interrupted with deliberate insolence
"Queensland you stop Jail one fella

White fella master fool no hang
You too much bad fella. Queensland you stop Jail six months two fella
AU
Two fella time you steal.
time
right you missionary. You savvee one
i-otr

Lu.'
fella

prayer?"

"Yes.

me

savvee

was

prayer,

the

ppnlv

"Al! right. then you pray

now.

short

fou say one fella
hit
prayer quick, then tne kill you."
Sheldon held the rifle on blm and
wilted. The black glanced around at
time

little

his fellows, but none moved to aid
him.
They were luteut upon the
coming spectacle, staring fascinated at
the white uiau wltli death lu bin hands
who stoml alone on the great verunda.
Astou." Sheldon said, selling the
psychological moment. "1 count three
Then I shoot you fella
fella time.
dead. good by. all liulsh you."
And Sheldou knew that when be bad
counted tlir·* he would drop blm lo
The black knew it. too.
his tracks.
That wns why Sheldon did not have
to do it. for when be had counted one.
Astoa reached out his hand and took
And right well Astoa laid
ths whip
ou the whip, nugered at his fellows
for not supportlnK him. and renting
From
his anger with every stroke.
the,verunda. Sheldou egged him ou to
strike with strength, till the two triced
sa7agcs screamed and bowled while
the blood oozed down their backs.
The lesson was being well written In

red.

Whet^ the last of the gam;, including
the two howling culprits, had passed
out through the compound gate. Sheldon sank down half fainting on his

coach.
"You're a sick
"A sick man."

man." he groaned.

"But you can sleep at ease tonight,"
be added, half an hour later.

[TO

BB

COIfTt.TtJXD.]

i

Unci· Sam's Eagle.
The eagle la the king of bird·, the
lord of the sky. the bravest, noblest
and most Independent of the feathered
tribe, and probably that Is the reason
why he was adopted as our national
bird. His Image holds Its place upon
our national coat of arma by sheer
merit and not merely from empty
The noble bird, loving
sentiment
llt>erty, scorning confinement at home
and at his beat only when Invested
with the wide freedom of the glorious
heavens, la the fit emblem of the
"iipltit of '76" and of the govern meat
that that spirit won and established
Other peoples entertain
on the earth.
the same high opinion of the eagle,
since from the time of tbe Institution
of the Roman standard straight down
to the present day be has apiiearvd aa
a conspicuous dgnre lu the heraldry of
Um nations.-Mew York American.

ΓΗΕ OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISH CD 1533.

The Oxford Democrat.

ΙΉΕ DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

ISSUED TUESDAY'S.

Pari· HOI.
Klrsi Baptiat Church, Rev. Q. W. F. H1U, puior.
Preaching every Sunday M 10:45 a. m.
> απ
«lay School at 12. Sabbath evening service
U 7 Jb.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
r 30.
Covenant Meeting the last FrMsy before
AU
the lu Snnday of the month atίΛ>p.m.
a«* otherwise oonneoteil are cordially Invited.
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ATWOOD

&

Editor» mint
tiKUKOE M

FORBES,

Ptvprielurt.
A. E. FOUBKS.

ATWOOU.

M'. and Mr·. Albion L. Abbott were
Augusta laat week to attend the meeting of the Maine State Pomological So-

Tekms
$1JO a vesr If paid Urktly In advance.
Otherwise $- iA' a year
Single copied 4 «ni»
All legal advertisements
A L>rtktiskmknts
given three cousecutlve insertions for $1 5u
conper Inch In length of column. Sneclal
tracts made with local, transient ami yearly

*t

—

ciety.

1

Mrs. Edward L. Parrie and E. L. Par-

Bethel.
West Paris.
F. Ε. Partington, the Grand Trank
At the Unlversallatobaroh Wednesday,
No?. 22, will ocoar the annual nie, ι igent U taking a abort vacation and Mr.
oblckeo pie «upper and entertainment of ! ieeves of Island Pond ia taking bla plaoe.
Mr.
tbe Good Will Society. The «ale will ] Hr. and Mr*. Purrington are visiting
Froat in Eingfield.
opeorat 2 p. m., and will oooaiat of a nice ι rod Mra. Frank
Tuesday, G. P. Bean, one of Betbel'a
line of fancy and neefnl articles, apron·
at
and oandy, alio a variety table where yon ι noat respected citizens, paased away
l
86 years, after a long
can pure base uaefnl things at noml· ;he ripe age of
in
nal prices. Sapper will be served from ! iioeaa. Mr. Bean was for many yeara
a deep interest in
5:30 to 7 P. m. and the society will en- :rade and always bad
of
deavor to sustain the popularity which ill tbinga that pertained to tbe uplift of
waa a trustee
these suppers have acquired in the past. :he community. He
attendThe entertainment committee are arrang- Jould Academy and the atudenra
>d tbe fanerai in a body Friday aftering a pleasing program, which will conohnrcb. Rev.
sist of violin and piano solo·, songs and ιοοη at tbe Congregational
and Rev.
recitations, also chorus by tbe children [«rael Jordan, a former paator,
a
entitled Tbe Little Shaking Quakers, W. C. Curtis, tbe preaent pastor, paid
Mra.
Tbe Courtship, well-merited tribute to hia memory.
and Lowell'· poem,
illustrated by tableaux. Mis· Mildred 9. C. Rowe and Mias Miriam Herriok
That
Shaw of Buckfield, vocal aololat, will rendered two dueta, "Oh, Love,
and "Lead Kindly
aaaiat in the program. Sapper and en- SVill not Let me Oo,"
sweetly. Tbe burial
tertainment, 25 cents; entertainment 10 Light," most
tbe direction of the
cents. Curtain at 8 o'clock. Every- lervice was under

j

ria, Jr., closed tbeir summer borne here
advertisers.
tod returned to New Tork laat week.
!
electric
fast
—New
PxiNTRiti
Job
pressée,
type,
Mr. and Mr*. W. H. Adams moved
power, experience·! workmen anil low prices Iaat week from the farm that
they recombine to make this department of our bustn«w complete and popular.
cently aold to Almon Churchill to their body oome.
new home, the William G. Hammond
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Reed left for Bosplace, in tbia village. Mr. and Mr·. ton Thursday morning, where tbey will
MXtiLE COPIES.
the
to
addition
are
welcome
Adam·
a
remain until Wednesday when they will
Single copies of Thb "uocut are four cent»
each They will be mailed on receipt of price by place.
be joined by Charles H. Bates, J. A.
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
Jam?» Oswald, with bis mother and
Jesse Daniel, John Porter of
single copies of each Issue have been placed on Leslie Beuoetr, made the trip from here Bicknell,
sale at the following places In the County :
West Paris, and Mr. and Mrs. Dexter
car
with
Chalmers
Ν.
his
to
Berliu,
H.,
Store.
Howard's Drug
South Parts,
Peverly of Bryant's Pond, and sail for
Iaat Wednesday, returning Saturday and
ShurtlefTs Drug Store.
Florida to remain during tbe winter.
Store
Noyé» Drug
Norway,
plowing through from twelve to eight- Mrs. C. H. Bates expects to go to Florida
Stone's Drug Store.
een inches of enow most of the way;
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
about the middle of November.
Buckdeld,
somewhat of a test on the power plant
Mrs Harlow. Post Office.
Paris Hill.
Despite the heavy fall of snow TuesSamuel T. White.
West Paris,
of an automobile.
day
night and Wednesday tbe ladies of
is
of
this
Eastman
Miss Annie
village
the Baptist church held their sale and
our
in
offered
the
for
a
candidate
range
Coming Events.
entertainment and were rewarded by
advertising columns by Hobbs' variety good patronage in tbe afternoon and a
cut
friends
that
her
—"
Paris.
and
South
A
Kid,"
Nov. 31,22
store,
request*
Country
goodly number in tbe evening to witness
Nov. 30 —Thanksgiving.
out and save their copies of the adverthe entertainment which was presented
Dec. 6.—Oxford Pomona U range. South Paris.
Annual meeting of Maine Dairy
Dec. 5, β, 7
men's Association, Norway.
Dec 7 —Mile. Scalar Concert, South Paris.
Dec. 14. 15.—Annual meeting of Maine Live
Stock Breeders' Association, Orono.
NSW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Snowy Linens for Thanksgiving.

Mai ten Rubbers.
J-A Storm King Street Blankets.
Tour Interests Are · »urs.
forget-Me-Nut Chocolates.
May Prove ratal.
Mark Down Sale.
Fox Hound Wanted.
Two Bankrupts' Petitions for Discharge.
Chop Feed
Probate Notices.
Notice of Appointment.
Ability Plus Conscience.
A Fair Offer.
A Bald-Headed Woman.
At Plummer's Shop.
Parker's Hair Balsam.

1

tisement for her.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin S. Doe of
Portland were the guests of relatives
here several days the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Slattery are
visiting relatives iu Auburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram R. Hubbard visited Lewiston and Portland friends last
week.
Howard Steigelman of Swarthmore,
Pa., is the guest of Newton Cummings.
Mr. Cummings and Mr. Steigelman are
on a deer bunting trip at Andover this
week.
The first circle of the season will be
held Tuesday evening at Cummings
Hall. Supper will be served promptly
A cordial
at (5:30, followed by a social.
invitation i· extended to all. Come and
the
tables.
Snpper
briog something for
free to all who bring something; to
will be
fee
an
extra
those who do not,
charged. Admission to hall 10 cents.

ϋβ

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

η

10
11
12
13
14

Masons of which he was a member for
no
nany years. He left a widow but
)bildren as three little onea died 'young,
tfr. Bean waa tbe type of a man who will
The profusion of
>e much missed.
lowers spoke of tbe esteem of neighbors

and friends.

At Herrick and Will

ι

Bryant eaob

large buck Thursday.

shot

Mrs. Douglass will spend the winter
ivith her sister, Miss Ellen Locke, and
lias rented her honse and furniture to
little
her
His. Warren Emery and

Backflcld.
Mil· Mjr» Irlih la the go eat of ber
liter, Mr·. H. H. Wardwell, at Weat
'trie, for a few week·.
Mr. and Mr·. Leonard Prlnoe returned
ο New Tork Monday.
Mr. and Mr·. W. M. Rloker apent Son·
lay with Mr. Ricker'a mother in Sabat-

101

each
What other liniment has ever undergone

JOHNSON'S

run a

JE·*»

tkebomuU im

But
The

Berry
Solo—Sleep, Sweet Sleep,
Zither accompaniment, Mrs. Estes
Beading—Sunny Jones tiradu&tlng,
MUs Clara Berry
Ethel Flavin
Solo—Slumber Boat,
Eleven Children
Chorus-Little Boy Blue,
Rev.
Cha·. Julln
Cornet Solo,
Solo—I'm Looking for a Dear Old Lady,
Lillian Wheeler
Reading—The Bridge of Love, and En-

core,

Chorus
Quartette— Hunting
Janet :—

MIDDLE INTEBVALB.

The

snow

sleighing,

Tuesday

night

and tbe bells are beard.

makes

L. D. Brown supplied for Mr.
Sutchins on tbis mail route while he
went on a hunting trip.
Mrs. Β. N. Trask has just started for
California, where she intends to stay a
year or longer, she saya, if she lives,
with her daughter. We remember this
Mr.

Mrs. John Wood

Farce—Engaging
Miss Hutchinson
Mrs. Estes
Miss Everett
Mrs. Flavin

line.

It is hardly fa'r to Brooks' comet that so few
taking Interest In It, when It is quite as Une a
sight as Halley's. But caprice seems to govern
human affairs. Hallev's. the fakir, was the Uon
of th<* hour, while Brooks' modtytt but substantial, is spurned. Thackeray could moralise on
the subject almost —Exchange.
are

Well, if Brooks expect· to have a lot
of notice taken of his comet, he should
have arranged to have it visible, not in
the small hours of the morning, but in
the early evening, as Halley's was, and
have bad the earth pas»
; should also
! through the comet's tail.
The Civic Club of Portland is to have
a lecture next mouth by Or. Woods
Hutchinson. If the talk that Dr. Hutchinson gives ont from the lecture platform is like wbat he has in the maga
zines, it's worth making some effort to

hear.

The United States government having
settled to its own satisfaction the question, "What is whiskey?" there now
bobs up an inventor who claims to be
making whiskey iu tablet form, and who

aaserts that in that form it is not subject
to either prohibitory, license or revenue
laws; so the government may again
tackle the question, "What is whiskey?"
And after all is said, it is certain that
whiskey, in its essentials and its effects,
Before this

enow

came we

were

Miss Ada Dunham started from hu
home in Mason last Saturday morniug,
c une to Locke's Mills and took in Mr·.
Leslie Whitman with her little kid, then
came to the Bennett place on a visit in a
rainstorm, returning tbe next day in
Miss Dunham
more favorable weather.
is the only daughter of the late Charles
Duobam by his second wife, and was
born on Egg Rock, near Nahant, Mass.,
about 25 years ago, her father being the
lighthouse keeper there for six years.
The apple packers are still in the
neighborhood and seem iu no hurry to
get away. One man kicked at the way
tliey were throwing bis out, causing
them to quit for a while, but returned
later and resumed work.
Hope Slocum will succeed in procuring a copy of the Yonng Reader, but
uuless be has better lock than ourself
be will meet with rather poor success.
Natioual
We have the Introduction,
Reader and First Class Book, Pierpont's
whole series of readers except the one
iu question, also the English Reader.
These locals were delayed one day so
a* to report tbe result of the deer hunt.
Tbe man from Locke's Mills came back
tired aud huugry with his guide, but no
game, while Frank Morgan, formerly of
title town but now of Waterford, started
for his old home on tbe same day and
shot a fine doe ou tbe way. Such is
luck bunting deer, and they are after
'em again to day.

bear-

West Sumner.

ing tbe oft-repeated plaint that very
The ladies of the \V. R. C. held their
few deer were being secured, and if they sale in the
vestry Not. 15th. Od acwere to be preserved, stricter protection
count of the mow storm in the morning
the «now will

necessary. Perhaps
increase tbe killing to such an extent
that the scarcity will not be no apparent.
Queer thing about tbe deer, a sort of a
bydr.t beaded paradox. If few deer are
being killed, it ia evident that they are
disappearing; if many are being killed,
they are being exterminated too fast;
and in either case tbey must be better
"protected." Or, to take the other
view of it, if few are beiug killed, it simply shows that they are keeping in tbe
are
swamps, or that huiting conditions
bad; if many are bein·» kille<1, the deer
must be very plenty ; and in either case,
tbey have all the protection necessary.
was

Maine New·

Note·.

While at play at Cutler, Jofton Publicouver, an S-vear-old lad. accidentally
discharged a ritie which he bad in bis
hands and the bullet struck and instantkilled his twelve-vear-old sister Mary.

ly

Capt. Frank C. Britt of Calais, of tbe
schooner Witch Hazel, was one of the
victims of the «torm of the 12th, togethThe schooner
er with two of his crew.
went ashore in Long Island Sound, but
may be saved.

the attendance was not as large as usual
but the aprons and candy sold readily
and the fancy articles were all sold. The
tables were filled at dinner and partly
tilled again. The program of the free
entertainment was as follows:

Cbotr
M una Barrett
Pt-nololo,
Bertha Barrows
Recitation—Our -Starry Flag.
Choir
Sinning—Junt before the Battle,
Keailinn—Shamu« O'Brton. Mrs. H. S. Robertson
All
Singing—America,

Singing—Tramp, Tramp,

Among those preseot from out of

town

Miss Ors £. Field and lliss Ola
Coffin of North Paris.
Mr·. Hayfnrd of Mechanic Falls was
here Not 16 and inspected Wm. A. Barrows W. R. Corps.
John Heald has beeu quite ill for a few
days with an attack of indigestion.
Guy Heath is haTing his house repaired, painted and papered. They expect
to go to housekeeping soon.
Mel Barrows is very anxious about
The
one of his Taluable truck horses.
animal has been sick for several days.
Frank Andrews and Mrs. Rena Andrews of Woodstock Tisited Mrs. Angie
Robbins Sunday.
I. O. Swift lost a Taluable heifer a few
days ago. Mr. Swift Is having hard
luck, having lost the best cow in his
herd a few month* ago by laurel poisonwere

John W. Bowles, 49, a laborer, was
buried alive by tbe sudden caving in of ing·
• sand bank at Bangor Tuesday. Daniel
Mrs. Clara Jacobs and little daughter

Crowley, driver of the team which was Alice of South Pari· were with Mrs.
being loaded, was engulfed to the waist Jacobs' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus
when he seized the rear of the cart and Hazelton, Saturday and Sunday.
was dragged to safety by the horses.
In the recent fire when James Tuell's
Bowles was dead when his body was re- house was burned, Herbert Barrows recovered. He leaves a widow and six ceived some severe burns on the face
children.
and neck which hare been a long time
John Foley, 15, was Instantly killed at healing. He will probably always carry
bis bravthe Deering Jonction crossing Tuesday, the scars. Had it not been for
of his brother, M. C. Barby a freight train when he stumbled and ery andthethat
whole row of houses on that
fell between two moviug cars of tbe rows,
train. Foley had been around for a street would have bnrned. Once the
men took the ladders dowo and gare up
couple of days looking for employment,
and had aunounced his Intention of trying to sare Mr. Ford's stable, but
into the lumber woods. It Is sup Herbert Barrows promptly put them
going
posed

that be tried to board the
when he fell.

freight bsck again.

Leon Luce, aged abont 30, was drowoed and Leater Lewis, a young companion, barely escaped with his life when a
canoe in which tbey were attempting to
cross Schoodie Lake at Lakeview was
capsized by a squall Sunday night. Luce
sank immediately. Lewis succeeded in
grasping the overturned canoe and by
paddling half a mile in the darkness
managed to reach shore. Luce was married and had one child. Be was the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Luce of Disfleld.
That "discretion is tbe better part of
valor" is a principle inculcated, to per
fection, in animals, aa well aa in mankind. This was well illustrated one day,
in Sanford, when a horse driven by
Jamee GuptUI, sighting · black bear in
the road, instantly turned and ran in the
oppoaite direction. This rare exhibition
of presence of mind in an equine waa
hardly to the taste of hi· owner, however, who would h«ve preferred a hunting acquaintance with the animal. Returning Mr. Gnptill found that the bear,
too, bad fled precipitately, with tbe same
discretion, valor, and presence of mind
aa displayed by the horse.

A somewhat novel teat was on the card
at the recent Ripley fair, the reault of
which caused
surprise. A man
of the name of Clark of that town entered a pair of borsea in tbe pulling contest,
and hla team won tbe flret prize, pulling
• load on » stone drag · certain distance
without stopping. The horse· weighed
3200 pounds. After th· sever·! teams
bad finished their effort · number of
m*n, weighing in nil 3200 pounds, took
off their coats and prepared to sea bow
nearly tbey conk) equal tbe stunt set by
tbe 3200 pound winning pair. Tbe men
palled tbe drag and Iks load 30 feet far·
ther than it bad been hauled by tbe
horses. Thia teat wa· actually mad· in
this way, and the horsemen who witnessed the excitement said that tbey
would aot bave believed the thing true
had tbey not seen it with their own eye·.

general

—

Bangor Commercial.

Lovell.

The funeral service of James H. Walker took place ftom his late residence on
Tuesday afternoon attended by ReT. F.
H. Reeves, a former pastor of the LotcII
Mr. Walker
Congregational church.
died on Friday, the Uth Inst., aged 53
years. He was a native of Fryeburg,
and came to this town more than thirty
years ago. He was the oldest son of
Henry O. Walker and wife. When a
young man he entered the employ of the
Co. and
old Portland firm of A. Little
finally became a traveling salesman for
tbem. After the dissolution of the firm,
be returned to Lovell and has made his
home here since. His wife was Miss J
Mary S. Day of South Portland, whom
he leaves, with two daughters. He bad
served the town a number of years aa
selectman, and was town olevk at the
time of bis deatb. He was « past master
of Delta Lodge of Maaoas, and was
buried under the oereeoal·· of the
order, Mr. Walker was a careful and
able official, and will be much missed In
the commao ty.

B.ownfleld.
Last week the remains of Mrs. Martha
Fogg Blazo of Kezar Falla were brought
for interment in Brownfield Pine Grove
oemetery.
Friday morning, Ansel Bean died very
suddenly of a paralytic shook. Funeral
Sunday at the Congregational oburch
conducted by Rev. Mr. Clough.
A chicken snpper was served Wednesday evening at town ball under the auspices of the Ladle·' Congregational Circle.
Monday svening, the members of the
W. C. T. U. held an experience entertainment in town hall.

Bryant's

it

Mrs. Loanza Mountfort suffered a partial shock of paralysie on her left side
Wednesday morning. There was a
slight improvement in her condition
Thursday afternon. Her daughter Grace
was summoned from Boston.
Dexter D. Peverley and wife will pass
the winter in Florida, and will leave Bos-i|
ton the last of the month in company
with other parties from Paris who intend to winter there.
The dramatic club are holding rehearsals fur a drama to be presented in a few
weeks.
Charles Jacobs came near being drowned Monday afternoon by the capsizing of
a canoe at the upper end of the lake.
Through tbe prompt action of Mr. Ployd
Blustering weather.
Morgan be was rescued.
Winter is drawing near.
Lakeside Cottage was closed NovemRivers are still open, and the ground
ber 15, and the proprietor, E. G. Wing,
will pass the winter in Boston as usual. not frozen.
Those having dry wells are praying
Mise Helen Cusbman left Thursday for
Rumford Falls where she bas a position for more rain.
Social dances are being held in Swett's
in a store.
The item last week relating to tbe first ball every Saturday evening.
Elmer C. Allen shot a âne deer in
tavern keeper should have read Joseph
Pleasant River valley, quite near hi·
Frye instead of Foye.
home Tuesday afternoon.
Carroll Abbott now bas the care of the
Albany.
street lamps, Mr. Towne having given
Well, you may think your correspond- up the position.
ent is dead, but not so, only sleeping.
Pleasant Valley Grange held its reguHunters and trappers are plenty, but lar
Tuesday evening, and the
the
learn
we
can
what
fur-bearing nextmeeting
from
will be on Nov. 28th.
animals are worrying their would-be
Our village school closes next Friday,
captors by outwitting them and taking and it is hoped the same teacher will be
the best of care of their own pelts.
returned for the next term.
Arthur Andrews has moved from the
Not far from a foot of light snow fell
late Dea. J. H. Lovejoy house to the here
Tuesday night and Wednesday
place he bought the pant summer known morning, and sleighs and sleds are now
as the W. T. Guptill place, where he inbeing used on all the roads of Bethel.
tends operating banting pulp timber;
Clarence A. Tyler of Mason is again
him.
has two men helping
running a meat cart on hie old route
to
has
gone
Raymond Cummings
through this village to Bethel Hill, and
North Albany to work for £. W. Rolfe in his old customers are
glad to see bim.
the woods.
J. D. Kimball of Bethel Hill is on the
is
in
A.
Mrs. D.
Cummings
gaining
road once a week selling coffees, teas,
strength daily.
baking powder, spices, extracts, etc., and
Farmers are a surprised lot this morn- his
prices are very reasonable.
been
have
we
as
Not.
having
15,
ing,
such fine weather, and the weather
East Bethel.
prophets telling of an Indian summer for
On account of the storm Miss Eva
to-day, which turns out to be a white
blanket of snrrw 14 inches deep, and fall's Olines closed ber school here the 15tb.
Ο. E. Jones Is at bis home here for
work only half done—many farming
tools, to say nothing of woodpiles, which a few weeks.
E. S. Bean has gone to Wild River
are buried out of sight.
Now the hunters say the snow is too wh?re he is in charge of building a dam.
Albert Swan has gone to Aziscoos
deep for the hunters but just right for
Falls driving team for George H. Swan.
the long legged deer.
Cbas. C. Kimball of "Glen Cottage,"
Archie 8. Cole, who has been employed in Lynn, Mass., the past summer, Gorham, Ν. H., visited relatives here
has returned to his home, the old Hunt last week.
Edward Lawler of Mechanic Falls,
tavern, at Hunt's Corner, where he and
recently
his brother Tyler are keeping old bache- student of Gould Academy,
lor's hall. They have one boarder, a visited his friend, John D. Howe.
B.
Mrs.
Mrs. Fannie
Bartlett,
wood chopper, and expect another soon.
May H.
C. O. Beckler, one of the road com- Farwell and Miss Ella Farwell visited
friends
Ν.
the
as
the
at
H.,
Berlin,
past week.
missioners, has boen up as far
Elmer Trask recently had the great
Comer with the roller and made a good
firm foundation for a winter road. Now misfortune to lose a very valuable work
horse. It died of pneumonia.
is the time for such work.
Mrs. Irving Kimball, after
several
Hay is plenty and cows and young
stock are a minus quantity, but no one weeks' visit here, has returned home to
wishing to buy. Pigs and shoats in Boston. Her father, John L. Holt, is In
abundance, and no one offers to take charge of building a unique bungalow on
the snore of Round Pond, Locke's Mills,
them as gifts.
Henry Sawin and Herman Holt of for Mr. and Mrs. Kimball. This cottage
North Waterford were at the Corner was designed by Mrs. Kimball and contains several nnasual features.
It is to
Thursday on business.
be called the "Outside Inn." Mrs. Kimball has also purchased a boat to be used
North Stoneliam.
ou the pond.
Mrs. R. K. Fontaine has gone to Boston, Mass., to visit her aunt*.
Locke's Mills.
H. B. McKeen went to Norway Monbave
been received here anCards
and
Senator
day to meet Jack Bowers
the marriage of Arthur R.
Rockwood of Boston, who are boarding nouncing
Stowell to Helen B. Rowe, Nov. Θ, at
at I. A. Andrews' and hunting deer.
Ν. T. "Artie" is a âne young
John Adams is suffering severely from Jamaica,
man, and we all wish him and bis bride
a carbuncle on the baok of his neck.
much happineas. Mrs. Stowell is the
Mr. and Mrs. Perlev McKeen of North
of Edwin M. Rowe, who bas a
Lovell and Carrie Harriman from Nor- daughter
fine cottage on the shore of ROond Pond.
way visited Mrs. Ν. H. Sawyer Tuesday. She has
spent several summers here, and
Mr. and Mrs. Payson McAllister from
has made many friends, who will welNorway and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Mc- come her to our
village. Mr. and Mrs.
Allister and children from East StoneStowell wil be at home after December
ham visited their uncle, H. B. McKeen,
1st.
Sunday.
Mrs. Parker of Stonebam visited Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Llttlefield last week.
Norway Lake.
Raynor Llttlefield is at work in the
Mr. Will Woods of Sabattus is spend- mill during bis vacation.
Frank Commings sod son Chester will
ing his vacation with hi· family at Asa
work at Gilead this winter. Mr. Cum·
Frost's.
In
Mrs. Guy Bancroft of Waterford visit- mings intends returning to Alberta
ed relatives in this place a few days re- the spring.
Mrs. Maud Bubler visited friends In
cently.
J. E. Marston and wife went to Upton town last week.
Two automobiles passed through tbe
the 13th to visit relatives for a few days,
A lot of aaow and real winter weather villsge last week and they made tbe
and It seems as though it may have come mow fiy some.
J. D. George Is soon to start on a busito stay.
ness trip to Massachusetts.

WE

Paine of Grean·

WE

Mrs. S. Robinson, who Is In poor health.
A good delegation from Mountain

The Rebekabs are getting up · fair
and drama to be given in December.
George Farnam and Ezra Lebroke Grange, North Buckfleld, visited Union
on Saturday, Nov. 11.
a have gone to Bryant'* Pond to work in grange
delivered
Morton
A1
evening,
Friday
Were you all ready for that big snow
leotnre at town hall on the life of Abra- the mill for John Willis.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess LUtlefield are re- itorm last week? "Well, I guess not.M
ham Lincoln.
their little' rhe bouse was not banked up nor tbe
There ie about a foot o! snow on the joicing over the birth of
itorm windows on. Id 1861 as big a fall
daughter, bora the 10th of November.
ground.
Mrs. Sarah Wuhbnrn hat gone to >f snow fell on Not. lQth, and made
Business is good and almost everyone
Parris Paige's to board for the winter. 11 ileddlng for tbe winter.

11

unusually happy.

$3·°°

at

2.00

»

ι·°°

u

button Gaiters

75

at

HAVE
Women's 4 Buckle Gaiters at
41
Jersey Gaiters, 10 button
*t

»«

t*

it

tt

il

at

44

44

75

75

$t-5°
1.15
1.00

Rubbers at

heavy rolled edge Rubbers
Plain Rubbers at

44

at

1

7^
75
55
5°

WE

at

HAVE

Boys' Hardy Sandals at
Hardy Sandals

Youths'

These

I

are

lastics have

all

given

perfect goods

with the

but

we

of

few

cases

exception

a

may have
that the

out.

$3.00 Corsets
$3.50 Corsets

are

Priced

are

Priced at

at

Corsets,

these

can-

we

at the store.

$1. 19.

$1.59.

Sale of Women's Winter Underwear

f broken lots and discontinued lines,
comes

just

reatest and when a

not

all sizes.

demand for underwear is the

at the time when the

genuine bargain

is most

appreciated.

Women's Black Wool Union Suits, priced at 89c each.
Small lot Women's Wool Union Suits, $1.75 and $1.87 values
riced at $1.19.
Small lot Women's Heavy Cotton fleece lined Union Suits, $1.00
alues priced at 69c each.
at 35c each.
50c Women's White Merino Wool Vests, priced
and
Pants at 35c each.
lined
Vests
fleece
Cotton
Women's
Heavy
50c

$1.87

Misses' white Merino Wool Pants at very little prices.
In view of the Extremely Low Price asked for these goods, we cannot
llow them taken out, but every garment sold will carry the same guar·
ntee as to

perfection

as

though

full

price

were

asked.

Besides the two specials above mentioned, we bave a
itore filled with the best of merchandise, selected with great
iare.

tot

The

dependable, guaranteed kind,

money back if

or

satisfactory.

NEW STANDARD PATTERNS
Th0 Winter Quality Style Book, including any 15
PRICE 20c.

cent

jattern.

THE ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.

75

WE

NT OR WAY,

MAINE.

-----

WE

HAVE
(i

2

^

44

I

44

Men's Wool
ϋ

ϋ
44

44

Lace Rubbers

HAVE

44

'*······#········

44

Leggins
tt

...............

good

2i2^

2.00

Boots at
Combination Coontail Felt and Rub44

HAVE
Boys' Wool Leggins at
Youths' Wool Leggins

1,25
90

84

χ
χ

weight S
96 inch, weight 9

90 inch,

best

James N. Favor, ELSSar"*
91

Main

St.,

quality

in clothes.

Clothes

It enables you to keep track of your money matters
in a systematic way. The entries in your bank book show
how much money you have received, and the stubs of your
check book and also the cancelled checks returned by the
Bank show how much you have paid out and where the
Bank virtually keeps your
money went. In this way this

FOB EVERT WOMAN WHO WANTS IT.

Any woman who neglects her balr
cannot expect to have as lovely balr as
the woman who doesn't.
Wash tbe balr once a week, use PARISIAN SAGE daily—keep your hair
brush clean and In a few days you will
give to your hair a beautiful lustre that
you will be proud of.
PARISIAN SA6E is a most reliable
hair tonic; so reliable that Cbaa. H.
Howard Co. guarantee it to eradicate

books for you and, we may add, few individuals ever succeed in keeping accurate aecount of their finances in any
other way.
The cancelled checks, returned by the Bank each
month, are legal receipts for your payments. If you pay
in cash you will often fail to get receipts but paying by
check automatically gives you an indisputable receipt for
for future
every payment and in a form very easy to file
reference. You also avoid asking for a receipt, which is
sometimes, though wrongfully, looked upon as evidence of

dandruff, stop falling balr and Itching
icalp, or money baok.
It should be used as a dressing by
every member of tbe family because it
keeps tbe scalp clean, prevents balr from
turning gray and baldness. Large bottle

personal suspicion.

You will bave no use for or-

dinary preparations after once giving
delightful PARISIAN SAOE a trial.

In view of all these advantages
need of a bank account for yourself ?
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best for you,

because there

are no bet-

ter clothes made.

Suite and
Overcoats
up ty

$22.

H. B. FOSTER,
One Price Clothier,

Maine.

Norway,

Copyright Kart ScUtfocr Ht Mvs

can

ignore

you

the

BANK

NATIONAL

by Every Test!

Best

THE BARRY SHOE

This Strong National Bank

GLORIOUS HAIR

are

Marx

Norway, Main·.

THERE ARE MANY INCIDENTAL BENEFITS
IN RAVING A CHECKING ACCOUNT IN

Don't use harsh phytlca. The reaction weaktbe bowels, leads to chronic conatlpatlon.
Net Doan'· ReguleU. Ther operate eaally, tone
tbe stomach, cure constipation.
en·

we

you;

something: about

*..#.$2.00
$2.75

I have sold these blankets for years and they are very heavy,
strong and warm and give the best of satisfaction.

for

know

price.

lbs
lbs

Our idea

for you.

6-A Storm King Street Blankets
90

not

were

Hart Schaffner &

3.75

55

Are the best blankets made for the

that

is to sell you clothes that

$ .65

at

selling

in

sense

clothes

....$1.00

ϋ

bers at

WE

much

are

at

are

wouldn't be

ness; there

2.00

at

intereste

ours, in this busi-

$2.50

Men's 2 Buckle Rubbers at

44

WE

YOUR

HAVE
at.. ....$1.75
7 inch Boys' Leather Top Rubbers
44
Rubbers at.... 1.45
Youths'Leather
Top
7
1.50
Boys' 2 Buckle Rubbers at
1.25
Youths' 2 Buckle Rubbers at

life.

MEN

FOR

Leathers, Button and Lace, $3.60-$4.00.
Combination of Style, Comfort and Wear.
Eonest All Through.

Δ.11

W. O. FROTHINGHAM,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

BUY

IT

AT

STORES.

BLUE

THE

What? Your New Fur Coat,
As usual

MAINE.

OF NORWAY.

we

have

large assortment
large makers of Fur

a

selected from three
Coats. We make a thorough search of

only buy the best for
the money.
Consequently we can
stand behind the garments with our

the markets and

Bolster Co.

Dayton

N.

guarantee.

To Know We Are Back of the
Coats is Worth Something
to You

WISH TO BUY

Call on us when in need of chop
eed. You will find that we have
i ust what you want and at reason, tble
Our chop feed isn't
prices.
is
(our; is free from moisture;
I ground from extra good corn and
It will
< >ats, and is clean and sweet.
j >ay you to order your chop feed
j rora us.

1

1

Sun Dried

Better try

a

bag.

Exchange

MARKET SQUARE,

SOUTH

PARIS, ME.

'Phone, 106-81.

cored, but
to string
unless
you
be
prefer
) ieed not
strung

Apples

Maine. 1 diem.

to be
\

quartered

and

more.

We Sell a Great Many Coats for
Ladies
It will
at a price range of $20 to $42.
"

pay you

to

investigate

before

buying.

Men's Plush Lined Coats

with Fur Collars make a very dressy
well as warm coat. We have them
$20 and $25.

for Merchandise.

Delivered at Our Store.

no

made of Coons, Galloways, Australian
Calves, Dogskins, at $16, $iS, $30,
$2J, $35, $30, $35 to $70.

Apples

PRICE 5 CENTS PER POUND

look sleek and i 36

6. B. CdlRffliflgS & SORS,

forway,

in

it costs you

We Have Goats for Men

OF

JUST

[lossy.

although

Twenty Thousand Pounds

ι

ο make their coats

as

of the

some

styles,

Extremely Low Prices asked for
approval, but may be tried
$1.00 Corsets are Priced at 69c.
$1.50 and $1.75 Corsets are Priced at 9SC.

$ .85

at

HAVE
LUMBERMEN'S
8 inch Leather Top Rubbers, Duck at....$3.75
44
44
44
44
44
44
3.00
10
44
44
44
44
at 3.50
Pure
Gum
10
"
ϋ
ϋ
ϋ
tt
ϋ
ϋ
3.50
ϋ
ϋ
ϋ
ϋ
tt
ϋ
tt
2 75
jg

Can't look well, eat well or feel well with Impure blood feeding your body. Keep the blood
Eat simply,
pure with Burdock Blood Bitters.
take exercise, keep clean and you will bave long

45

euch

....

East Stoneham.

SO cents.

full assortment of sizes in all

not a

our size.

$1.15

44
Croquet Rubbers at
Misses' Storm Rubbers at

WE

35

tp

HAVE
Women's Storm Alaskas at
44
44
Rubbers at
Child's Storm Rubbers

00

2

n

it

75
.50
90

it

HAVE
Men's Storm Alaskas at
»4

WE

$3.50

at

44
full length Jersey Gaiters
Misses' 3 Buckle Gaiters at."
44
full length Jersey Gaiters at
Child's 3 Buckle Gaiters at

W. D. McAllister has beefS ill with the
rheumatism in bis back and lege.
We were somewhat surprised to hear
the singing of the robins last Saturday.
A number from this neighborhood attended the circle at the church vestry at
Bast Stoneham last Thursday afternoon
and eveniDg.
Marguerite Chaplin is still improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McAllister spent
Sunday with the letter's mother, Mrs.
Albion Stearns.
E. D. Hammon, teacher of the Bartlettborongh school, spent last Saturday and
Sunday with his mother, Mrs. J. A.
Hammon, of East Stoneham.
The Bartlettborough school house has
been greatly benefited by the changing
over of the desks.
Mr. and Mrs. William Decker went to
Portland by auto last Wednesday.

RECEIVED : A carload
>f Old Process Linseed Meal.
Just
But Sumner.
Samuel S. Heald met with an accident 1 emember that for feeding value this
that caused a bad apraln of the ankle on j s far
superior to new procès·.
ruesday of last week.
is excellent feed for cattle
This
Agnes M. Heald of Canton waa down
last week a few days to aaslst her aunt, ι ind is very good to give your horses

North Waterford.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Rice visited in
Lew is ton last week. Mrs. George Rice
kept bonse for them in their absence.
Mrs. Sarah Libby of Bridgton Valley
was a guest of her sister, Mrs. Susan M.
Nason, at her nephew's, Ernest Nason's.

Jersey,

10

carried here and believed to be

•

This

"

Canvas

44

We have

LEGGINS

full line of

ti

1

"

Hebron.
News was received here last week that
Prof. Albion Hale Brainard, who for
several y oars has been principal of
Gardner, Mass., High School, has resigned there and gone to Arlington, N.
J., as principal of the school there. The
beet wishes of their many friends here
go with Mr. and Mra. Brainard to their
new home.
West Bethel.
Mrs. Mary J. Bearce and Mi·· Hattie
••It'f· almost like a miracle to see the tl rst enow Murch are with their slater, Mra. Sitae
fly,
at Meohanic Falls.
To watch the million little chunks come dartln' Locke,
Mr. Oscar Barrows of South Paris was
from the eky,
To hear them bounce against the panes, to watch In town Saturday.
the wild things, tamed,
Mrs. Ε. B. Turner of Oxford, who has
Go tumblln' down to melt as though they kind of
been the guest of Miss Tripp for a few
felt ashamed,
wind
And when the darkness comes and lets tbe
days, returned home Thursday.
ko murmuring,
Mr. Barrows and Mrs. Turner with a
It's like the sweet old lullabies our mothers used
few other descendants of Dea. Wm. Barto sing."
rows met at Prof. Sargent'a Saturday
The enow entombs the grasses; It whitens all the afternoon and the Dea. Wm. Barrowa
trees;
Memorial Association was formed.
It comes In starry showers, upborne on every
It is hoped a fitting memorial to the
breeze;
Like seas of white carnations, It Is scattered founder of Hebron Academy, and we
from the sky ;
might aay the Baptiat church, will be
Its feathery flakes kiss velvet cheeks, as fleetly
ready for dedication next year. The inpast they fly."
terest in the cause Is wide spread.

Pond.

a

HAVE
Men's 4 Buckle Gaiters
it

WE

The school here with Maud Russell
cient manager of the factory since its
opening more than twenty years ago, teacher olosed Nov. 17.
Wm. Brown bas moved to North Pari·.
was presented by twenty lady employees
Some needed repairing and other work
with two volumes of Mark Twain's writings accompanied by twenty T. D. pipes, is being done in the cemetery here.
Mr. Whitney, the gravestone man, waa
bearing each lady's name, in a bolder
made of ribbon. This unique method here Nov. 15th and 16th in tbe cemetery.
Thanks to the senders of several
of presentation being taken on account
of Mr. Curtis' fondness for a fresh T. D. lovely souvenir cards from Colorado and
New York and Massachusetts.

pipe.

and

good makes,

ot allow them taken on

Winter Rubber Footwear

;bem for 11.75 per barrel.
Mra. B. F. Lowe baa been in Bethel
( ind GQrham taking ordera for burnt
irood, for which she received a large
lumber.
One of Sadie Silver's little girla ia quite
lick.
Mr. Parker has been quite sick at Mr.
Trask'a, but ia now on the gain.
Mr. and Mrs. D. S.

GAITERS,
Lumbermen's

——

other than

In view of the

excellent line of

over our

Men's and Women's

daughter when a girl, as she was a «rood visited at B. F. Elwell'a Sunday.
pupil in tbe school room at Newry CorMrs. Emery
Carl Bacon Is on a hunting trip in
ner—a first class girl in every way.
Mrs. Billing·
At a hearing In Washington of the congres
STew
Hampshire.
comGreenwood.
she
will
Miss Jordan
Now we know well enough
atonal joint commission on workmen's
Frank Harriman is on the siok list.
R. Burr
pensation the other day Dr.Chauncey calcula
under
Bates and Mrs. J. R. Tuck- make a pleasant home for her dear old
but
C.
of
L.
Mrs.
The
middle
November,
Mrs. B. C. Lowe is in Gorham.
of Portland, Me., proved by scientific
mother after taking so long a journey
like er were in Lewiston Monday.
Uon· that the total economic value of a man 20 foot and overhead it looks more
James Gibbs and family moved from
at
while
to
ber
see
Is
continent
96*23»,
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Emerton of Auburn, across tbe
Christmas. Saturday, another of those
years old, working for $1 a day
to the Parker place recently.
90 he Is worth but 1435!·. How are we to estiE. A. Trask recently lost a nice horse. Norway
drizzling rain storms, and Monday morn- who have been the guests of Mr. and
Mr. and Mra. Calvin Keene of Buck·
mate the economic value of the man at either
in
is
TuesCarter
home
Ned
the
returned
Cambridge
11.
logging
Mrs. L.
in a day by ing a prolonged snow squall covering
Penley,
Seld visited their daughter, Mrs. H. D.
age who makes a million dollars
Tues- day. While out hunting Mr. Emerton woods, New Hampshire.
manipulating stock3 it Is uotso simple a prob- ground to the depth of an inch.
McAlister, a few days recently.
has
lem for the statistician to figure out.—Springfield
of
Andover
Russell
white
Blanche
his
have
Miss
sent
to
misfortune
tbe
and
had
Wednesday morning
day night
Bertha and Prank Thurston of SabatRepublican.
a foot of snow, while this Thurs- and black fox hound stray away and eo been here a few days with relatives.
down
tu« visited at B. F. Elwell'a last week.
The economic v,»Iue of a man of any
worked a few days digis
first-class
no trace has been obtained of bim.
there
another
Casper
Capen
far
morning
Glada Bouney of Winthrop is visiting
in a day
age who "makes" a million dollars
There will be a Thanksgiving ball at ging potatoes for Buck and Abbott on
snu«* squall on, but all this doe· not disday, not adding a dollar to the wealth of courage the hunter. This morning a Grange Hall Wednesday evening, Nov. Swan Hill, and although quite aged he is it James Bradford's.
Willie Rowe of East Oxford visited at
the world, bat simplv transferring that man came from Locke's Mills and he 29. Music by Davis' Orchestra, four still a champion potato digger and mowMr. Elwell's a few daye ago.
amount from the possession of other· to witb his
nature's
Human
are
er by hand.
beings
guide started ou^o see what pieces.
Mrs. Yerrill of Massachusetts visited
himself, should fairly be reckoned at a
Work at the com factory closed last surest and safeet machinery when well »t
could do in that line. The luck
B. F. Elwell'a from Friday uutil Sunconsiderable distance below the zero they
effithe
cared
for.
will be bette» known on tbeir return.
week, when Mr. W. J. Curtis,
lay.
here and There.

cold that chills the ear;

regularly

are

est makes.

Be sure to stop,
You'll find his goods tip-top.

irusb shop Monday.
laughter Elizabeth.
Wednesday was observed as Mothers'
North Paris.
Day in the grammar acbooi. It was
Schools
Mrs. Cbase baa moved from the farm
interesting and enjoyable.
slosed Friday fora two weeks' vacation. , ihe sold to Brown and Blake, and Mr.
Friday evening tbe boys' and girls' 3rown has moved in.
follows:
basket ball teams from Gorham, Ν. H.,
Mr. James Gibba has moved to the J.
Merrily Goes Our Bark,
played the Bethel teams at the aoademy L Parker place, coming from Norway.
Quartette—Mise Berry, Mrs. White,
M es» re. wheeler and Marshall
Irvin Benson has hired to Fred Dungymnasium with the following result:
Doll Drill—My Temperance Dolly,
t>oys, 51 to 8 in favor of Gould; girls, 16 lam.
Thelnia Emery, Beatrice Smith,
W. C. Stearna has been drawing pressEthel Flavin, Mona Billings to 2 in favor of Gould.
Miss Jordan
Beading—Peter Pairie,
S. C. Whitman has finished the can- sd bay from the Chase place to West
(encore)
of apples in Norway and returned Paria.
Solo—Finn Song,
Olga McKeen ning
to Bethel Thursday to finish abipping
Sherman billings,
Tbe Babblte,
Nearly all the apple· have been sold
Carl and Truman Emery tbe sweet corn.
ind shipped from this vicinity; moat of
MUs

are none

Earner's Rust Proof, C. B., Thomson's Glove Fitting
Corsets that

do not fear

Call and look

S. Β. & Ζ. S. Prince

to

AND OTHEBS OF EQUAL MERIT.

PLUMMER'S SHOP,

AT

lumbering crew

Successors

he Corsets that will be offered

Winter's here,

Weat Minot tbia winter.
Wilson Sbaw baa bad hia mare Topay
tilled on account of old age. She baa
>een one of the beat family boraea in tbia
iclnity, has raised many fine colta and
mew more than some whole families.
Wilbur Roberta went to work In the
isar

UNIMENT

ANODYNE

"
r"»· T.afnenei
*—
Cut·, Lameness, etc.
M has been coring Sprain·, Strains, Itistbehoutebold
merit.
of
its
tells
M Its long sendee
ont 35c and 50c bottles.
not
^ liniment that does ΛgoCO.,
—
M—
L S. JOHNSON

ntu

Cà

L. MERCHANT &

>tock Adjustment Sale of Women's
Corsets and Winter Underwear

a

For over a century

teat ?

oj, returning Monday afternoon.
Mr. Merrittand family left for their
Id home in Hoopeeton, 111., Tneaday
nornlng, where they will remain antll
Iter the holidays. On their return tbey
rill occupy Stanley Damon'a rent.
Enoch Morrill and Miaa Jennie Shaw
rere married at the home of P. R. Dyer,
Esq., Tuesday evening, Not. 14. Ml··
lhaw ia the daughter of Albert Shaw of
hia town, and Mr. Morrill la the son of
he late Geo. C. Morrill of Sumner.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Rawaon went to !
'ortland Thursday on a bualneaa trip,
eturning Friday afternoon.
Thirteen inches of good snow fell durDg the atorm of Tueeday night, making
mougb for good alelghlng.
Mr. and Mra. Cbaa. Buck have taken a
«by boy from the Auguata Children's
lome.

Frank Davla will

I

In Constant Use

We Have

a

Few Second Hand Fur Coats at

as

at

Bargains

F. H. NOYES CO.
SOUTH PARIS

(Two Store»)

NOBWAY

The Oxford Democrat

SOUTH PARIS.
*

Κ

•

Oscar P. Bowker la ht-te from Portland
for a day or two.
Robert W. Wheeler was at home from
Portland over Sa ad ay.
Miss Olive Seymour of I^xnd Pond,
Vt., is staying with her sister, Mrs. Geo.

Don·.

hocth PAKie rvar omo*.
iiBce Hour·: "Sn. M.toTû» τ. M.

Mrs. S. C. Ordway and daughter
Hester were guests of friends in Bethel
Saturday and Sunday.

The Four-Square Man.

Ose of Dr. King'* Barns Burned.
About 8 o'clock Thursday morning it
waa discovered that the barn on what it
known aa the old town farm, in the south
part of the town of Paria, now owned by
Dr. Alfred King of Portland, waa on fire.
The fire was first aeen by Oacar W. Paraona from bia borne, and he and other·
were at the place aa quickly aa poaaible,
but it waa too late to save anything.
The house on thla farm waa burned a
numbër of years ago, while it waa occupied by the town, and no other baa been
built. The farm was later aold by the
town, and afterward came into the
possession of Dr. King, being carried on
in connection with the other farma which
be haa bought in that aection of the

I

l^AY

NORWAY.

oil

The address of Prealdent Hjde
Bowdoin at the dedication of the Rum-I
Tuesday night and Wednesday mornford Mechanics Institute present·
enow
tain view· of man so well, and Is of ao I ing we enjoyed « moat delightful
inches. The street cara
Rood general as well a· local application, I storm of twelve
j were out of commission until noon Wedthat it la published below in full.
nesday, the 15th inst.
Clara Connor Is dangerously sick at
"If Jeana, with that clear eye which
and Pleasant
saw through the simple life of the farm-1 her home, corner Main
Oalilee, conld I Streets.
era and fishermen of

WHEN

cer-l

SOUTH

WILL

lkabn the

PEOPLE

a

simple thing

arBut when you know 'tl. from
^ThYt'ierlous kidney troab,J*
be the

to-1

|

SALE

at

THCNK SAIL W AT.

Roy K. Strickland of Schenectady, N.
Y., is with his family here at C. K. Mc-

look

day,

every-1

Τ

So^i

year·'from

hand;!

JJ

bXbriken

andl
I

Merritt

Welch,

Norway, Me.

IF

JjJ^"eye I

city foç
price

asso-l
I

Wanted.

experi-l

price

S. RICHARDS,
Optometrist.

WANTED.

insti-1

Strictly

andl
I
takel

be|

prevailing

^6tf

leavel

—

cepToJr

H. B. Eaton,

Inter-1

large

M,

the*e^ocl»'eof^e^o^

R«2lOri" S"5u"rl.k"à».»b.r,

LUNCH CLOTH of plain
border, only 91.75.

Damask of duality

linen wna

satin

lie

LUNCH CLOTH with rieur de
DAMASK with border of leaf design
nd center a combination of aatio atripe aud dot center, $2 25.
Trice $1.25.

deaign.

tid floral
match.

Napkins

LUNCH CLOTH

double

with

rote

snowdrop center, $2.75.

border and

LUNCH CLOTH with ribbon border
DAMASK in holly wreath deaign, 72
Napkina to and holly center, $2.75.
jchea wide. Price 11.00.
ntch.
LUNCH CLOTH with Grecian border
Price
satin diagonal itripe center.
and
DAMASK in chrysanthemum design,
ïicea
jatch.

floral

DAMASK with

aaple

Napkina

75c, 87c, 11.25.

border

Price 91.00.

leaf center.

ioa to match.

$2.50.

to

LUNCH CLOTH, plain border and

Grecian vase center, $2.50.
and

Towels

Nap-

We bave just bad a new shipment of
linea towels that will be of interest to
thote who appreciate nice linens.

DAMASK with fern leaf border aod
Price $100.

iolet center.

TOWELS of linen buck with floral
*nd Grecian bands, 15c, 25c, 37 l-2c.
GUEST TOWELS with embroidered
DAMASK with wide aatin atripe, fera
wreaths for initials in two sizes and
nd floral design, 70 inches wide. Price
qualities, beauties at 50c and $1.00.
Do and 69c.
TOWELS of linen damask in snowDAMASK in a great variety of designs, j
drop, floral, Grecian and conventional
Oo.
designs at all prices, 25c, 37 l-2c, 50c,
This will give yon but a small idea of 75c, $1.25, $1.39 and $1.50.

pattern,

DAMASK in fleur de lia

'rice 75c.

be large line of quality damask that

Λ nice line of web buck in

we

Tray Cloths

Napkins

asNortment of hemmed and
hemstitched linen tray clothe in endless
range of design» at prices to suit your
A fine

An endlees assortment of linen nap·
An inex[ins in all desirable sizes.
lanative

of

range

including

deMfgns,

needs.

pansy, clover leaf, fleur
le lis and conventional patterns. Prices

ihrysanthemum,

Doilies

moderate.

ire

popular

widths.

arry.

DOILIES of white linen in all aizea,
with buttonholed edges, some
some

Lunch Cloths

with Cluny

edges.

DOILIES of natural linen with butproud
tonholed
for
to
edges of red and green. Sevbe,
they
Jloths and bave a right
eral sizes.
ire beauties, every one.
We

of our line of

are

We invite your
well

Lunch

personal inspection

of

will be

You

linens,

our

repaid.

South Paris Savings Bank,

srsTEn- six s τοRQ

smil ε Y

<W|

j

personal appreciation.

Doilies and Lunch Cloths that invite your

I

:;L'rT-^d

every

One of the

Snowy linens
first essentials is the replenishing of the linens.
we
add savor to the delicacies. In preparation for this demand
stock of Damask, Napkins, Towels, Tray Cloths,
have a

—

f

The)

family gatherings

housewife withes to have her home look its best.

the

βΙ>Υοα

lD?T"ESree.nutement
CitHfram

Jnowy Linens for Thanksgiving
At this time of homecoming» and sacred

fatal
That Bright's disease may
Village schools were closed during the
on our complex industrial life
the
I think I know one text whioh he I week. The siok are now well on
Commercing Oct. 1,1911,
No new
will gladly profit by the followwould add to the Qospel. It would be I way to complete recovery.
Ardle's for a week or two.
TRAINS LKAVK SOUTH PAJUS
this: "Industry is made for man; notl case· of diphtheria.
*:43 A.M.
of a South Parlai
At any rate that is I V. W. Hiils waa in Boston during the
man for industry."
tiol"* down {east)-ίΛ A.M., dally;
Tracy Pierce went to Orleans, Mass.,
except Sunday ; 4 36 rv., dally.
i'
the truth for which thia Romford Me-1 past week purchasing holiday goods.
3 35 Ρ M.
43
A.M..
mothSaturday
to
daily;
his
with
west)—9
morn'ng
stay
tiolos up
8:47 m dally.
chanica' Institute atands. It meana that I Special convocation of Oxford Royal
Lovejoy, Myrtle St,
er and brother for a while.
u:,·. except Sunday,
held at Parle Maine ut8'.
Arch Chapter, No. 29, waa
I luflerftd for ίιν· I
town.
plant, product and profita are not
"What'i
the
hear
I
on
Mrs. Arthur Cu mminize of Fore StTeet
Wednesday evening,
a'most distressing backache
song,
IKin't fail to
There waa a large amount of crops and thing; that the worker ia more thao his Masons' Hall
and
the
Hark.
Hall
on
Work
at
New
her
a
inst.
than
15th
Tuesday
has beeu spending the week with
the
and any sodden movement caused inother material in the barn, including at work; that the man is more
the l*se?"
Tax Collector DeCoster has been very tense pains.
The secretions from my
mother, Mrs. Ellen Richards.
least thirty-five tons of bay, a large lot that a corporation lias obligations be-1
Wednesday evenings.
of grain, a number of tons of fertilizer, a yond the paymeut of wages to its em-1 attentive to business during the week, kidneys were so frequent ^ P""**
has been
who
started
Meilen
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hoidner
for
Cummings,
J.
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THE LAND OF
PUZZLEDOM.

VI/
^ A'i\

iam Tell the ideal flour.

It is also the most economi·
cal—makes the most loaves
to the sack.

S.i:·?·*;·'1..ι!1'.':;t'.
FOR

BY

SALE

BOLSTER

DAYTON

CO.

COMPANY.

TRUST

PARIS

a

Ν.

One of the days of the Oxford County Fair
man came into our bank and opened an ac-

count with us,

posit,

making

a

good, substantial

de-

and said at the time that he did not think

it best to carry round too much money with

him.
While at the fair he
fortunate

ones

WHAT

one

was

HE LEFT WITH
What

GET ANY TIME.

was

of the

un-

pockets picked.

who had their

US HE CAN

taken out of his

pocket is gone.

HAVE YOU A DEPOSIT WITH US Ρ

YOUR NEIGHBOR ALREADY HAS ONE.
WE

LIKE TO DO BUSINESS

WOULD

WITH YOU.

TRUST

PARIS

COMPANY,

PARIS.

SOUTH

MAINE.

GROUND GRIPPER BOOTS
For Men and Women.

These Boots are recommended by the best surgeon» for flat feet, broken
arches and all kinds of foot troubles, and other trouble· caused by flat feet,
&c. We have secured the agency for them and have them in stock. The
for both Men and Women is $5.00. Send for pamphlet for a full

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO,
Opera

Columk, Oxford Democrat, South Paris, lie

THE MAGIC

xvccpiug

Norway,

Maine.

Telephone 3S-3.

What bird is represented?
No. 1544.—Numerical Enigma.
My whole is a fumiiiur saying and
contains eighteen letters.
11 5 10 17 IS Is to rejKise; 8 9 7 10 is
a drop of wuter; 1 2 3 12 is to agitate;
4 13 14 7 is the glory of the evening;
15 ϋ 0 is the dowers' refreshment.

The Lamp That
Saves The Eyes

Children naturally never think of
possible strain on their eyesight when
poring over a fascinating book.
It L up to you to see they do not ruin
their young eyes these long evenings
by reading under a poor light
The Rayo Lamp is an insurance
against eye troubles, alike for young
and old.
The Rayo is a low-priced lamp, but h is constructed on the soundest
scientific principles, and there is not a better lamp made at any price.
It is easy oo the eye because its light is so soft and white and
w>dcly diffused. And a Rayo Lamp never flickers.
Easily lighted without removing «hade or chimney; eaty to dean and lewick.
nicke1 finish; also in many other style» and finishes
Solid bras· throughout, (with

No. 1545.—Addition Puzzle.
1. Add one-half of a rock and twothirds of a sea nnd get a flower.
2. Add one-fourth of an elephant and
one-third of a man and get a tree.
3. Add oue-half of an ocelot and one-

fourth of an antelope and get a body
of water.
4. Add three-fifths of a stair and
one-fourth of a road and get a heav-

enly body.

WHO UW

am

can

V,.VHU

m

-vt.

vhij

Once upon a time there lived a king
and queeu who had an only child—a
daughter. At her christening all the
fairies but one only had been preeent and bad endowed her with every possible gift, so that she grew
and charnp to be beautiful In face
acter. One very ugly fairy had gone
did
away, no one knew where, nor
ehe return until the princess* fifteenth birthday. On this day the king
was having a great tournament, In
which many a prince would try to
win the beautiful maiden for his wlfa

It was on this day that the ugly fairy
arrived In the kingdom after her long
absence. 8he was Invited to the palace
Now. the
to witness the gayetles.

"flesh of my flesh and blood of
my blood." thereby establishing the
old time saying that man and wife are
came

one.—Richmond Times-Dispatch.

Too Pretty a Lake For That
"China gave me many a shock," said
the returned traveler, "but the one that
oearly carried me off was administered
the

requesting
her work,

in your children—the
Mothers! Never overlook "trifling" symptom* imminent
too plainly the
danger of
"little things" that indicate all
or peevish—then it is high time for y«u to
disease If your child is listless,
mutions. A fiw doses right now of that •wonderfulfamily remedytake precautions.

write a prologue and an
at
epilogue, arrange for Its production
Drury Lane and negotiate with a publisher for the copyright That was bad
enough, but worse was to follow. About

DRJRUE'S

fortnight later arrived another mighty
packet, charged with a similar postage.
Scott who bad not grown wiser by
and
experience, paid the charges
opened the parcel. Ont came a duplicate copy of the play and a second
that
letter from the authoress, stating
and
as the weutber had been stormy
she feured something might have hapshe
pened to her former manuscript
had thought It prudent to send him a
duplicate.
κ

ELIXIR

The Family Laxative
and Worm Medicine

later. Dr. Tree's
may prevent a sickness
Klizir acts as a gentle laxative to relieve
matter from
watte
of
the body
poisonous
stomach anil bowels. Restores appetite.
Gives restful sleep and an abundance
of healthful blood. It txpeli all uutmi
from children or adult*.
Dr. True's Elixir is a safe and simple
▼eretable preparation with wonderful

How Centipede· Walk.
An eminent authority has Investigated the peculiar wavy motion of centithe
pedes and millepedes to determine
man
milliner in which these animals
age to use their superabundant pedal
extremities so gracefully and harmo
nlously. It hus been found that the
each
leys move lu groups or waves,
of
wave including a definite number

tonic properties—η standard faasily
remedy for more than 60 years. Your
dealer has it—ask for it to«Iay.

35c, 50o, $1.00.

horse,

the

centipede

like α

Free!

rota JMmx to

shew

you

ha Km of Raye Wap· I

or write ter

docrwtne urcufcr

trotter.—

Chicago Hecord-Herald.

That
many of them left in this district
is a warning that girls must not be
drowned in this lake.'
"Somehow I could never admire my
heautlful lake so much after that al-

about
Tin» habit of being critical
to estabsmall tilings is not α good one
lish !n one's life.

though maybe I ought to have admired
It more." —New York Press.

The Cause of Colds and a Safe Cure.

A common cause of many colds is
the sadden checking of the unconscious
perspiration by exposure to a change of
temperature. Golds, whether taking the
form of Coryza with sneezing, running

Poni·· and Horse·.
I have been asked a great many
times if ponies are really more intel-

ligent than full sized horses. They
certainly appear to be. But the in
telligence of any horse will develop
under petting and human companionship, and there is no doubt that
other horses, if given the same privileges that ponies eujoy and if their
size udmitted of their being handled
ind managed in the same way, would
I'rove equally intelligent.—Outing.

$2 Down and $2 a Month

perhaps sore throat, or with
chilly and feverish symptoms, should
never be
neglected in the earliest
nose, and

ι
THE SPlDFli UAI> WOVEN WORDS INTO ΊΊΓΒ
WfcU.

worst thin^î about this fairy was not
She
lier ugliness, but her Jealousy.
:io sooiu r caught sight of the princess'
beautiful lace thuu she was seized
'.vlîli Jf4;: lotis rage. Determined to rob

A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD
Seems heavier when be has a weak back

Fred Duehren,
and kidney trouble.
Mail Carrier at Atchison, Kas., says: "I
have been bothered with kidney and
bladder trouble and bad a severe pain
Whenever I carried a
aoross my back.
heavy load of mail, my kidney trouble

stages, serious illness often results
from such neglect.
It is well to get early to bed, to get
the body well warmed, and most important to have the bowels move freely.
There is no safer or better remedy to
use at the beginning of a cold than
"L. F." Atwood's medicine. Two to
four teaspoonfuls will quickly relieve
congested conditions, drive out impurities from the system and ward off further trouble. Always keep a bottle in
the house. Any dealer will supply you
for thirty-five cents. If yon have
never used them, write today for a free
sample to the L. F. Medicine Co., Fort*

The person bringing the largest number of this ENTIRE
ADVERTISEMENT, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to

STORE, Norway,
Thursday, April 10, 1912, at 3 p. m.,
HOBBS' VARIETY

will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo Range, valued at $60.00.
FREE. Ask your friends to begin saving this advertisement
for you.

or this «1ft. she asked permission
give tl:.· princess a birthday presThe kin»: and queen were quite
at.
land. Maine.
pleased :! the offer. Going into the
uei

·<>

Some time ago I started tak-

ing Foley's Kidney Pills and since taking them I have gotten rid of all my kidney trouble and am as sound now as
ever." A. E. Shurtlpff Co., South
Paris; S. E. Newell <fc Co., Pari·.

print ·;.·;· room, where she was being
urrst. vd for the day, the fairy said
slowfy and dlminotly:
"1 will make you the greatest splnin the world."
At the tournament the fairy was an
No one knew the Jealhonored guest.
uer

David had accompanied hie mother to
church, and he noticed she put a penny
Into the contribution plate. On the way
home his mother found fault with the

ousy that filled her heart when
handsomest prince present won
princess for his promised bride.
was not for several days that
princess had time to spare from
the festivities to try her skill at
spinning wheeL But when she

sermon.

"Well, mamma," said the little fellow,
"what could you expect for a cent?"

Only a little cold in the bead may be
the beginning of an obstinate case of
Naaal Catarrb. Drive oat the invader
with Ely's Cream Balm applied straight
to the inflamed stuffed up air-passages.
Price 50c. If you prefer to use an
atomizer, ask for Liquid Cream Balm. It
has all the good qualities of the solid
form of this remedy and will rid you of
catarrh or hay fever. No cocaine to
breed a dreadful habit. No mercury to
dry out the secretion. Price 75c., with
spraying tube. All druggists, or mailed
by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New
York.

the
the
It
the
all

Houses for Sale.

An Interlocking

Two new houses on High Street, South
One six rooms and bath, the
Paris.
other six room*, with four acres of land.
House sold with or without land. Easy
terms if desired.
30tf
M. L. NOYHS, South Parie.

u S. Cream Separator
.

dairy floor alongside any other cream separator,
separators, will outskim them all, will runeaxier,
will wash up quickcr, and will give more satisfaction right
from the start.
If we can't prove this, you should buy another kind.
If we can prove this, you should buy the U. S.
J
put

the

We sell'cm,

me
went
spuuuug
wnir,
wnir,
wheel. Then a terrible thing happened. The beautiful princess grew smallHer hair fell off, her
er and smaller.
arms shrunk up, and before any one
could draw α long breath she had
changed Into a spider. She was Indeed the greatest spinner In the world.
about the
Now, a wonderful
webs she spun was that they were of
Another wonderful and
pure gold.
annoying thing was that during the
night all the golden webs that hod

tiling

been spun during the day disappeared.
Λ year passed. It was the princes»'
sixteenth birthday. Λη invitation bad

from the queen of fairlen to a
ball, but the king and queen had no
hearty for such amusements any more.
The young prince who had won the
come

princess for his bride arrived

to

ABILITY PLUS CONSCIENCE

optometrist muet bave ability
properly care for your eyes, plus a
conscientious regard for their welfare
Your

to

I

that makes every other consideration of

|

secondary importance.

I believe that honest work well done
Patiente who
will bring its reward.
secure relief from eyestrain and sufferto
their friends.
ing will recommend me
I make examinations with scrupulous
sure
of
make
correct
care,
diagnosis, and
use

ern

only prescription lenses, with modmountings.

SOUTH

PARIS,

No. 1531.—Diamond: D. den, decoy,
nod, Y.
Charades: 1. Bell, fry—
No. 1532.
Bellfry. 2. Pipe, clay—pipe clay. 3.
Phil. a. Delphi, a—Philadelphia.
No. 1533.—Transpositions: 1. Evil,
rile, veil. 2. Time, nilte. emit.

C. E. TOLMAN & CO.,.

1

Pythian Block,

GREELY,

Pills

Building,

PORTLAND,

mi.

pianos & organs.

R. F. D. 2, South Paris, Me

A LOW PRICE

Wool

New Baxter

INSURANCE,

SOUTH PARIS, me·!

Green gray birch cord wood.

ON

There

BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

ME.

For Sale.

—

Building Purposes.

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid Roofing.
other makes, but Paroid is the best.

-—

B. M.

of All Kinds for

are

L. S.

ting close, watching every movement
Suddenly his eyes caught sight of
something quite unusual. He leaned
closer and started back in surprise.
The spider had woven Into the web

—

Lumber

£25

Roofing, Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.

spend

these words:
"The ugly fairy steals the webs."
A messenger was sent with all haste
to the palace of the fairy queen,
where the ball was in progress. When
the queen of fairies heard the new»
she was very angry.
Looking round

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid

S. RICHARDS.

ery night"
Now, this was the first time that such
a remark had been made in the spider's presence. Instantly she stopped
spinning. It was some time before
she began again. The prince was sit-

one.

L. S. BILLINGS

see

While he was
with them.
watching the little spider spinning ono
web after another he said aloud:
"I wonder who steals these webs ev-

5. Add one-fonrth of pleasure and
one-fourth of au umbrella and get a
fruit.
scrubbing
getting
6. Add one-half of a door and one- the bands and knees. Now brushes may
Maud—I'm told I get my good looks
be
secured that have long handles.
third of velvet and get a bird.
from my mother.
These brushes do the work far better,
Ethel—I wouldn't repeat that if I
because they are used in such a manner
were you.
that tbe upright position of tbe body
Key to Puzzledom.
Maud—Why not?
force in scrubbing.
No. 1530.
Rhym«>d Additions: 1. gives to them greater
Ethel—People will think your mother
Riddle, griddle. 2. Race, grace.
was stingy.
The Home Table.

You need

T. M. DAVIS. AGENT,

ent to see what she could do.

the day

your

did

sit down before It the king and queen,
the prince and all the court were pres-

a prevention of dirt, bat of disease, as in
many cased infection is brought into the
bouse in this way. Families with young
children playing about the floor little
dream of the dangers of the doormat.
Every day the mat should be beaten out
on the wrong side, and, if possible, hung
in the sun, which is nature's great disinfectant. At times when infectious diseases are known to exist in a neighborhood, the mat should be immersed in a
Caller—I suppose the rain affects your
pail of water containing one tablet of
bichloride of mercury. Rinse thorough- church attendance quite considerably?
ly in clear water and hang in the sun ta
Clergyman—Ob yes, indeed. When
it's too wet for golf or motoring, there is
dry.
When it is neceseary to sweep up dirt hardly an empty seat.
with a broom, there is for the purpose
"I do not believe there is any other
a covered dustpan, having a handle as
tall as the level of the band. When the medicine so good for whooping cough
writes
pan is put on the floor, the cover opens as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy"
automatically. Tbe dirt is swept in, the Mrs. Francis Turpin, Junction City,
handle lifted, then tbe cover shute tight Ore. This remedy is also unsurpassed
instantly, so that no dirt will be scatter- for colds and croup. For sale by the
Cbae. H. Howard Co., South Paris.
ed anywhere.
For cleaning rugs and carpets, there it
The baseball-player gazed softly at
of
vacuum
cleansmall
a very good make
er which i· operated by band, costs the her.
"Would you sign with me for the game
small sum of six dollars, and weighs
only five pounds. In shape it is like a of life?" he whispered tenderly.
"That will depend eomewbat on your
shovel with a long handle; it is easily
pushed under large pieces of furniture batting average and your capacity for
and is very simple to manage.
making home runs," she replied.
Mops for both dusting and polishing
J. E. Parker, 2021 No. 10th Street, Ft.
hardwood floors come made of absorbent
linen fiber. The newest ones are much Smith, Ark., says that he had taken
like a scrubbing brush in shape and have many kinds of kidney medicine, but did
get better until he took Foley Kidney
long bandies so that the worker can stand not
No matter how long you have
upright while dusting. These mops are Pills.
also adjustable, so that they can be re- had kidney trouble, you will find quick
versed and used as a brush for dusting and permanent benefit by the use of
Foley Kidney Pills. Start taking thorn
the tops of windows or high shelves.
To scrub the fioor with the old-time now. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris;
E. Newell
S.
Co., Pari·.
about on
brush meant

on

or all other

STANDARD

SEWING

—

MACHINES.

Carpets

Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

—

Foley Kidney

hree!

rree!

A KING KINEO RANCE.

the ballroom, she saw the ugly fairy
in a wonderful robe of spun gold. She
Careful attention to the details of the
For coughing, dryness, and tickling in
table in every day living should be a
summoned her before her and In the
le iay a«eacy oi ik·
the throat, hoarseness and ail coughs
matter of habit. Table cloths and napaud colds, take Foley's Honey and Tar presence of everybody accused her of to close out odd patterns and clean
kins must be of white damask, fresh and
Standard Oil Company
Compound. Contains no opiates. A. the crime. Finding that the queen
<lac****rat«4>
spotless; silver and knives must be E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris. S. E. knew all, the ugly fairy confessed.
up stock.
polished; glass shining; china of pretty Newell & Co., Paris.
is my right" said the queen
"It
pattern and in perfect oondition.
"to cast you Into outer dark▲ thick white under-clotb Is spread
Bankrupt's Petition fer Discharge.
He—Do hurry, Kate; the train leaves Bternly,
No. 1534.—Diagonal: Beaver. Cross- when
ness, but If you will restore the prinlaying the table aud tbe table-cloth in twenty minutes.
)
lo the matter of
ARTHUR J. FOSS,
J Id Bankruptcy. words: Beetle, heaven, plants, plover, laid over It, the carefully folded lines
She (absent-mindedly)—Oh, be quiet! cess to her natural shape I, too, will
Bankrupt. )
clover, player.
be merciful and will only exile you
serving as a guide in placing the cloth, You know it's bad form to be on time.
TONIC IN ACTION
QUICK IN RESULT· To the Hum. Clauknck Hals, Judge of the DU
No. 1535.
Rebus Puzzle: "Those so that they divide tbo table at right
from Fairyland for a hundred years."
trlct Court of the United States for the District
I
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
For pains in the side or chest dampen
who live In glass houses should not angles.
of Maine:
The ugly fairy weeplngly consented.
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,
When laying the table for dinner, the a
of flannel with Chamberlain's So she and the fairy queen returned
ARTHUR J. FOSS, cf Rumford In the throw stones."
pieoe
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
rule is to put two or three forks at tbe Liniment and bind it on over the seat of
A County of Oxford, anil State of Maine,
Word
No.
of
1530.-Concealed
the
to
that
the
with
Square:
messenger
palace
la
talil
District, resiiectfully represents,
left of each place, one or two knives at
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of th* on the 3uth
There i· nothing better. For
day of July, 1910, he was duly ad
2. Aroma.
1. Rapid.
3. Polar. 4. the right. If there ie to be a fish oourse, pain.
the king. I need not tell you of the
under the Acts of Con
sale by the Chas. H. Howard Co., South
MAINE.
NORWAY.
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the Judged bankrupt,
5.
Dares.
a silver knife is added.
A tablespoon Paris.
rejoicing that followed the breaking
relating to Bankruptcy; that he has Image.
uly surrendered all his property and rights of
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY 5re»»
Nor could nny
No. 1537.—Postman's Bag: 1. C-hlnt-z. for soup is at the right of the knives. If
of the enchantment.
the
with
all
property, and has fully compiled
tire.
grape-fruit is to be served, an orange
She—Ob, professor! I saw such a fan- one mistake the fact that the princess
IRREGULARITIES. A poaitive boon to requirements of said Acts and of the orders of 2. J-asp-er. 3. Sn
Court touching bis bankruptcy.
No. 1538.—Hidden Flowers: Fennel, spoon is at tbe right.
ny old fossil in the museam to-day. I was more beautiful than before.
That he may be deh«
Wherefore
prays.
and
ELDERLY
are
AGED
Glasses
at
tbe
toward
the
MIDDLE
right
thought of you at once.
creed by the Court to hATe a full discharge from
hypatica, anemone, daisy, rose.
AND CURE THE LUNGS
tips of the knives. ▲ plate is at each
all debts provable against his estate under said
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
ex
such
debts
as
are
On
the
or
is
Acts,
beside
a
except
it,
place.
plate,
bankruptcy
NIGHT
AT
in
MEDICINE
COUGHING
For
Sale
A
HOUSEHOLD
Stand
Desirable
cepted by law from such discharge.
MAV· HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION
plainly folded napkin, with a roll, or
Dated this 31st day of Oct., A. D. 1911.
rbat «topa cough· quickly and cures thick piece of breul, laid on the napkin Means loss of sleep which is bad for
with
South Paris.
ARTHUR J. Ft)3S. Bankrupt.
ft. A. Davis, C7 Washington St., ConnersTfl!·,
and
ComTar
sold· is Foley's Honey and Tar Com- or within It.
everyone. Foley's Honey
lad., is ia kia 86th year. He writ·» os: "I ha»·
A HALF STOBT HOUSE, suitaAND
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
lately suffered mac h from my kidneys and bladrelieves
at
2526
Jefferthe
once,
congh
pound. Mrs. Anna Pelzer,
Flowers, growing ferns, or a pretty pound stops
ble for either one or two recta. Nice subie
der I kad severe beek aches and my kidney actioo District or Mains, m.
ion St., So. Omaha, Neb., save: "I can disb of
long. 20 foot addition for storage. Four
silver, glass or ohina with fruit, the tickling and dryness in the throat 44 feet acrea
was too fratjaaot, caosia* me to lose much sleep
On this 4th day of Nov., A. 1). 1911, on read
of good tillage land and paiture for
inflamed
membranes.
to
Are
and
heals
the
Tar
Comand
recommend Foley's Honey
•I night, and ta aiy bladder there «as constant
should be in tbe center of tbe table.
In* the foregoing petition, It Is—
two cowa. All In good repair and will be aold
Pilla
for
soma
I
took
Foley
Kidney
time,
into
bronchia
and
Prevent·
cold
cure
for
aa
a
aure
round
pain.
developing
coughs
Small pepper-pots, usually of silver, and
the Court, That a hearing be had
Ordered
by
term·.
on
eaar
Inquire at
and am now free of all trouble and a cam able to
the same on the 13th day of Dec., A. D.
:olds. It oured my daughter of a bad salt-cellars with silver
Keep always in the S4tf
SOUTH PABI8 SAVINGS BANK.
be op and around Foley Kidney Pills have ay upon
salt-spoons, are at tis or pneumonia. sabstitates.
before said Court at Portland, In said Dislull,
E.
A.
Mrs.
Refuse
boas·.
sold
and
Benson, tbe four corners of the table, or within
my neighbor,
highest recommendation.
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
Shurtleff Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell
sured herself and her whole family with easy reach of every two persons.
South Paria. notice thereof be published In the Oxford DemAMD AU THUOAT AND LUNQTHOUBLEg.
Α. Κ SHVSTLBrr ft CO.,
60 YEARS'
In
said
and
and
Tar
a
District,
ocrat,
Parte.
Compound.
newspaper printed
Foley's
Honey
On a serving-table are tbe platea for Λ Co., Paris.
8. Ε. NIWÏLL ft CO.,
In
EXPERIENCE
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
that all known creditors, and other persons
in our neighborhood speaks salad and dessert, with tbe extra silver
Everyone
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
OB MONEY BEEPHPEP.
Teacher—What is it that binds us toilghly of It." A. E. Shurtlefl Co., to be required. On each dessert plate Is
and show cause, U an τ they have, why the prayiouth Paria; S. Ε. Newell <& Co., Parla. a finger bowl, less than half filled with gether and makes us better than we are
er of said petitioner should not be granted.
Au

TRUE A CO.. Auburn, M>.

DR. J. F.

In centipedes they are symmetically
alternate, giving rise to beautifully acThe difference
cordant movements.
that
inay be explained by suggesting
che millepede moves like a pacing

missionary friend along to translate.
"
Oh, that,' said he. There are not

increased.

la
Walter Scott from a young lady
$25
to
bad
pay
be
which
for
America
manuscript
expressage. It contained a
play and a letter from the fair author
Scott to read and correct

Included
legs. The nifnber of waves
in the length of the body Is constant
In millepedes the
for each species.
waves of each side are synchronous

Out In the
Fucbau district.
country I came across u beautiful little
lake drained by a beautiful little river.
The scenery was marred somewbnt.
however, by signs stuck up every few
yards at the edge of the lake. I wondered what their import was, and on
one of my trips to the lake I took a
In

Watch for Signs of
Sickness

8Η· Wat Pereiitent.
Sir
huge package once reached

A

SPINNER.

band

Dust.

How many fond thoughts gather round left in the closet
with mold; and for the same reason we
thy name.
discover that the preserve jar, thoughtMy flrst! How oft has the poetic flame
Burned as the weary wanderer far from lessly left uncovered, has become a gerthee
minated mass of fungous growth.
Has yearned once more the hallowed spot
Of this trio of organisms—bacteria,
to see
molds, and wild yeasts—the moat nuAnd oft in verse expressed with burning
merous are the bacteria. The general idea
pen
of these small forms of life is that they
His eager longing to be there again.'
bacBut in my second tnid strange scenes he are dangerous, but there are good
teria as well aa bad ones, the former
roves
called "nature's
Par from the place—far from the friends often having been
he loves.
as many timee they silently
scavengers,"
Could he but see my ample whole once convert matter into harmless substances
more.
and help ua in our search for health.
Its walls, its rocf, its wide, inviting door,
It is the disease-breeding bacteria that
Its ample chimney, whence the ctirling
the housewife must fight against—those
smoke
foul conditions such aa
Oft of good cheer and fireside comfort coming from
should never exist In a house where
spoke.
Were all the world beside can give dented. there is plenty of sunlight and fresh pure
He thinks his every wish were gratified.
air to aid her in her task of keeping
—Youth's Companion.
down the dust.
The "lighting up" of the fnrnace, fire,
In houses where there are registers, Is
No. 1540.—Beheadings.
of approaching dust, ala
1. Behead a sharp instrument and slways signal
that should be is not
why
just
though
leave a part of a sentence.
exactly clear to many people. Because
2. Behead not ever and get always.
aahea and duat seem to come up through
3. Behead un high and leave a part the registers, it ia commonly thought
that these pipes, carrying the heat upof a barn.
stairs, must connect directly with the
furnace fire, whereas the pipes for conNo. 1541.—Word Square.
ducting the hot air should be separated
1. To exercise actively.
from the fire by the casing of the fire
2. To exercise less actively.
box. The real cause of *"furnace dust"
comes from the fresh air box, which
3. Not active.
usually bas two doors, one opening out4. To coin*; face to face with.
side of the bouse, and the other Into the
cellar. If it so happens that the ashes
No. 1542.—Addition*.
are sifted near either of these doors, and
Add Y to wtjere cannon look threateningly they are left open, it is easy to see why
out
fine coating of dust upstairs.
we find a
And twoscore of soldiers go marching
Being carried along with the current of
about
the dust ia brought atralght from
Add Y to a hindrance misfortune may air,
the air box to the room above.
fling.
Cleaning out the ashpit and aifting the
And it rests In its richness In many a
ashes are always difficult to do without
rinij.
HowAdd Y to what travels on foot every day scattering a great deal of dust.
And now it's what's captured when for- ever, much of this maybe avoided if you
agers prey.
have on band a email garden watering
Add Y to dear mother, who makes the
pot, which you can use to sprinkle the
home bright
ashes with before removing them. The
And here ts a month filled with flowers
ashes should always be kept in a coverand light.
Add Y to u fish which the angler may ed ash box or can.
miss
Firewood brought into the house
It will
And under the maple* some say it is this. should be brushed off outside.
oae
the
first
you take
Add Y to α boy. Just
only a few moments and will save a
meet.
great deal of extra sweeping.
Vnd a well mannered woman walks oo
One of the chief sources of duat in
down the street.
frame houses is the shingled roof, which,
if left unfinished inside, proves to be a
veritable sieve, letting through all sorts
No. 1543.—Pictured Word.
of dirt blown about by the winds. In
euch bouses the dust makes its way
everywhere, and winter or summer it requires never-ending care to keep ordinarily clean. Not only is there the dust
to battle with, but it seems almost impossible to keep warm with such a roof
in winter time. The only remedy is to
seal the roof and be ever afterward
clean and warmer in winter, and decidedly cooler in summer.

price
description.

House Block,

to tba ladles
Ooneapoadeaee on topic· of Inter··!
It solicited. Address: Editor H ouïrai TIM'

Married Women'· Nam··.
In England and In the United State·
mar·
a woman loses her Identity In
rfcge. In Belgium and Spain the boaadds the name of bla wife to

hie own. In the United States women
sometimes retain the family name, as
Stowe. In the
Where does all the duet come from? Mrs. Harriet (Beecher)
never
That i> the wail of the weary hooaewlfe Channel Islands the woman
the
In
name.
or
Spain
maiden
her
land.
Windows
the
loses
open
N·. 1539.—Charades.
throughout
windows oloaed, the dust alipa in. Dnat children write the names of both
I.
In
mean· not only dirt and atain, hut moat
A crawling creature la my first.
parents, as LJarena y Monteverde.
of all diaeaae. Why?
And not a friend it ever finds.
the following:
Is
"Don
Quixote"
ia
▲a we commonly think of it, dnat
It trouble made, the very worst.
was my father's name, and I,
My second 'twas to certain minds.
fine earth carried about by the wind. In "CasaJo
the wife of Sancho Pansa,
for
being
My whole, a plant of doubted power
of
many thinga;
reality it la compoaed
Which gave to it its name.
mineral matter, particles from the rav- am called Teresa Panza, but by good
flower.
Medicinal in root and
me Teresa
agea of the elements upon the rocka, right they ought to call
No lonser ranks the same.
plecea of dead animal and vegetable mat- Casajo." In Scotland both names are
ter, fibera from clothing, pulverized ex- preserved, and the woman Is always
Π.
the pollen ef
When first my flrat to man was known crement from animale,
known by her maiden name. In Wales
His upward path began.
planta, and minute vegetable organiama It Is the custom to describe the woman
Without it ne'er was knowledge sown, known as bacteria, molda and wild
her maiden name. The fact that
A blessing still to man.
yeaata—all of whioh, if left to their own by
My next where women may be found; devicea, are capable of developing and a woman on becoming the wife of a
Some stay there all the day.
growing into fungoua forma. Sometlmea man loses her identity is apparent
My whole with beauty does abound.
they do not develop for a long period, in many portions of the Bible, when
"Its hard from it to stray.
bnt if given moisture and a dark oorner under the ancient custom man, on
what do we find? That a piece of bread
III.
taking a wife, declared that she befor a week is covered

I! yon have used William Tell Floor it
will be bread that is good as most cake—
cake that is a miracle of tender lightness—
pastry that melts in yonr month.
Our own special process,
latest improved machinery, perfect organization, selected Ohio
Red Winter Wheat, makes Will-

HOMEM AXEES COLUMN.

South Paris.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

—

KILLthe couch

King's
New Discovery
Dr.

ONE

FOR C8HSJ18

For Sale.

Excellent fruit and dairy farm,
South*
located in South Hartford.
west

slope,

and

pasture

40 tons hay,
woodland and

cuts

young growth.
mile to railroad.

amount of

plenty
large

90-foot

And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed tu them at their place· of residence as

Witness the Hon. Clauncs Hals, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Fortland, In said District, on the 4th day of Not.,
A. D. 1911.
JAMBS K. HEWBY, Clerk.
fL. b.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest —JAMES K. HEWBY, Clerk.

water.
"So you have a poaitlon in an offioe.
A tiny dolly Is beneath eaoh finger
In
! hope you will succeed
making your- bowl. A carafe, or pitcher of iced
to
lelf Indiapenaable
your employer.'1
water, may be on the serving table, and
"I think I have, auntie. We are to be a plate of rolla or bread.
next
month."
oarried
The small silver for dessert shoo Id
never be plaoed on the table when It Is
"I am pleased to recommend Chambeiig laid for dinaer. It Is brought with
wrlain's Cough Remedy aa the beat the dessert
platee, a fork and spoon be-

by nature?
"Coraets, sir," piped a
of

eight.

wise little

Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets do not sioken or gripe, and may be
taken with perfect safety by the most
delicate woman or the youngest ohild.
The old and feeble will also find them a
moat suitable remedy for aiding and
itrengthenlng their weakened digestion

hing I know of and safeat remedy for ing laid on eaoh plate, or the silver may
barn,
NOTICE.
iongna, cold and bronchial trouble," be put down at each plaoe before
For sale
and farming tools if desired.
rritea L. B. Arnold of Denver, Colo. tbe dessert oonrse. Tbe after serving ind for regulating the bowels.
In the District Court of the United States for
dinner by the Chaa. H. Howard Co., South
the District of Maine. Is Bankruptcy.
'We have uaed it repeatedly and it baa coffee
and sanoere, eaoh with a Paris.
cups
L. A. RICKER,
In the matter of
)
For sale by
lever failed to give relief."
email coffee-spoon laid od the aaaoer,
HOMKR E. WOBTLEY, [ In Bankruptcy.
be Chaa. H. Howard Co., South Pari·,
Me.
Bucktield,
of
Mexico,
)
Bankrupt.
nay be in readiness on the serving-table
42tf
"I wonder why a woman repeats
of
E.
Homer
creditors
of
To the
Wortley
or sideboard.
tell her?"
Mexico, In the County of Oxford and district
before
Wife—I had a dozen proposals
Before the dessert la to be served, the everything you
aforesaid
"My dear boy, a woman baa but two
Notice Is hereby given that oa the 19th day of
>ours; all from smarter men than you dinner table Is oleared of salt-cellars,
WANTED!
riews of a secret. Either It's not worth
Nov., A. D. 1910, the said Homer B. Wortley was ire, too.
pepperpota, extra silver and knives.
be kept."
adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
Hub—That Is evident; thejall manag- Crumbs are removed by brushing them keeplag or It'a too good to
the
at
will
be
held
of
his
creditors
Apprentices to learn Millinery. duly
meeting
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, >d to oxawl ont of it
a olean plate with a folded napkin.
Into
Apply to
South Paris, Maine, on the 19th day oi Nov.,
It Is notoorrectto have the table set BACKACHE, HEADACHE, NERVOUSA. D. 1911, at 10 o'clock Is the forenoon,
H. M. TAYLOR,
V
NESS
There la little danger from a cold or between meals, in readiness for tbe next
at which time the said creditors may attend,
their plains, appoint a trustee, ex- rom aa attack
of the grip
exoept meal. After a meal the tablecloth ind rheumatism, both In men and
Norway, Me. prove
39tf
amine the bankrupt, and transact such other
rhen followed by pneumonia, and this should be removed, folded with care and women, mean kidney trouble. Do not
business as may properly come before said
lever happens
when Chamberlain's put away. On the table may be a linen illow it to progress beyond the reach of
WALTER L. G BAT,
is nsed. This remedy centerpleoe, with a bowl of flowers or medloine, but stop It promptly with
tough
Remedy
Referee la Bankruptcy.
taa won ita great
Foley Kidney Pills. Tbey regulate the
45-7
South Paris. Nov. 1,1911.
reputation and exten- growing ferna.
ictlon of Ibe urinary organs. Tonlo In
Ive sale by ita remarkable cure· of colds
to
the
but
trust
foollah
The
safety-pin,
ad grip and caa be relied upon with imMtlOD, quick in results. A. E. Shurtleff
>lieit oocfldanoa. For sale by the Chaa. tbe wise aee to U that the battons are Co., South Paria; S. X. Newell A Co.,
well sewed on.
Parti.
I. Howard Co., South Paria.
ι

Stock

Patents

girl

7

*

a sketch and
out· opinion free

Scientific Jimerkan.

*

A handaomely illustrated weekly. Largest etr·
oulatlon of any selsntlflc Journal· Tenna. ll a
year; fonrmonthe.il· Sold by allI newsdealers.

tUMssleli*
NOTICE·

The aubtcrlber hereby glvea notioe that he
haa been duly appointed admlnlatrator of the
eatate of
LOIS CHESLEY late of Farmlngton, Ν. H..
deoeaaed, and given bonda aa the law dlreota.
All peraona having demanda agalnat the estate
of aald deoeaaed are deal red to preeent the aame
for aettlement, and all Indebted thereto are re.
qneetedu make payment Immediately.
GEORGE L. CHESLEY.
Oct. 17t>., 19T1
CHABLES MEBBILL, Agent.
4M7

a Line of Cars we wouki earnestly
recommend to be looked over, if yon ait
a prospective
buyer. It is a pioneer and
built by a concern that has never faW
to give honest value and fair,
square treatment to every owner. If interested let us talk with yo*>

JShL

Holt Brother·
Proprietor·

1000

Stove Wood and

Coal.
Paris, Maine·

Plumbing

With the Be«t of Plumbing MaterUl. Also
η stall

..

Gasoline Pumping
for Water Supply.

M. LONQLBY.

Engines

SUMMER,

Samples.

take your order NOW for the Latest
' md Best styles of Embroidered Swiss in white

ι Let

\.W. WALKER & SON,
South

ORCHARD GARAGE °Έϋ'

FOR SPRING AND

Edgings,

^enublju

30 Η. Β,

ERE is

Slab Wood,

Design·
Copyright· Ac.

^iùbJulL·
(Oxfend County A «cat»)

Cord Wood,

TRADE MARK·

may
Anyone sending
description
whether an
jQleUr aacaruin
ΟοΒββηΐ»lavsnùon I· Probably
tlons strictly eonfldentlal· HANDBOOK ooPatenta
»«nt free. Oldest aaeney for eecnnyirneteou.
Patenta taken through Uunn A Oo. ΝβΚτι
tpêtiéU nette·, without ebarve. In the

Model "ft"

us

Colors, Tissue de Eté, Scotch Plaids, Merc
Rfaistings, Kimuer Silks, Soie Foulards.
In fact, it costs you nothing to look at 1000
^ ffew Spring Fabrics, at
i md

,

M ERR ITT WELCH,

NORWAY. MAIN· I NORWAY,

main·.

